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Safety instructions for the operation 
of direct-current machines 

(in conformity with the low-voltage directive 73/23/EEC ) 
 

1. General 
In operation, drive converters, depending on their degree 
of protection, may have live, uninsulated, and possibly 
also moving or rotating parts, as well as hot surfaces. 
In case of inadmissible removal of the required covers, of 
improper use, wrong installation or maloperation, there is 
the danger of serious personal injury and damage to 
property.  
For further information, see documentation. 
All operations serving transport, installation and 
commissioning as well as maintenance are to be carried 
out by skilled technical personnel (Observe IEC 364 or 
CENELEC HD 384 or DIN VDE 0100 and IEC 664 or 
DIN/VDE 0110 and national accident prevention rules!).  
For the purposes of these basic safety instructions, 
"skilled technical personnel" means persons who are 
familiar with the installation, mounting, commissioning 
and operation of the product and have the qualifications 
needed for the performance of their functions.  
 

2. Intended use 
Drive converters are components designed for inclusion in 
electrical installations or machinery.  
In case of installation in machinery, commissioning of the 
drive converter (i.e. the starting of normal operation) is 
prohibited until the machinery has been proved to 
conform to the provisions of the directive 89/392/EEC 
(Machinery Safety Directive - MSD). Account is to be 
taken of EN 60204. 
Commissioning (i.e. the starting of normal operation) is 
admissible only where conformity with the EMC directive 
(89/336/EEC) has been established.  
The drive converters meet the requirements of the low-
voltage directive 73/23/EEC. They are subject to the 
harmonized standards of the series prEN 50178/DIN VDE 
0160 in conjunction with EN 60439-1/DIN VDE 0660, part 
500, and EN 60146/DIN VDE 0558. 
The technical data as well as information concerning the 
supply conditions shall be taken from the rating plate and 
from the documentation and shall be strictly observed.  
 

3. Transport, storage 
 

The instructions for transport, storage and proper use 
shall be complied with. The climatic conditions shall be in 
conformity with prEN 50178. 
 

4. Installation 
The installation and cooling of the appliances shall be in 
accordance with the specifications in the pertinent 
documentation.  
The drive converters shall be protected  against excessive 
strains. In particular, no components must be bent or 
isolating distances altered in the course of transportation 
or handling. No contact shall be made with electronic 
components and contacts.  

Drive converters contain electrostatic sensitive 
components which are liable to damage through 
improper use. Electric components must not be 
mechanically damaged or destroyed (potential health 
risks). 
 

5. Electrical connection 
When working on live drive converters, the applicable 
national accident prevention rules (e.g. VBG 4) must be 
complied with. 
The electrical installation shall be carried out in 
accordance with the relevant requirements (e.g. cross-
sectional areas of conductors, fusing, PE connection). 
For further information, see documentation. 
Instructions for the installation in accordance with EMC 
requirements, like screening, earthing, location of filters 
and wiring, are contained in the drive converter 
documentation. They must always be complied with, 
also for drive converters bearing a CE marking. 
Observance of the limit values required by EMC law is 
the responsibility of the manufacturer of the installation 
or machine.  
 

6. Operation 
Installations which include drive converters shall be 
equipped with additional control and protective devices 
in accordance with the relevant applicable safety 
requirements, e.g. Act respecting technical equipment, 
accident prevention rules etc. Changes to the drive 
converters by means of the operating software are 
admissible. 
After disconnection of the drive converter from the 
voltage supply, live appliance parts and terminals must 
not be touched immediately because of possibly 
energized capacitors. In this respect, the 
corresponding signs and markings on the drive 
converter must be respected. 
During operation, all covers and doors shall be kept 
closed. 
 

7. Maintenance and servicing 
The manufacturer's documentation shall be followed. 
 
KEEP SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS IN A SAFE PLACE! 
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Safety instructions 
 
Caution: Any work on the control equipment, e.g. installation, connection, maintenance, may only be performed, if 
 − the system is de-energized, 
 − protected against restarting, and 
 − all drives are at standstill! 
 Before starting to work test the isolation using a suitable tool. 
 
Danger: In activated condition electrical equipments and machines contain energized bare conductors or rotating 

parts. When covers and prescribed protective devices are removed, this might lead to injury of persons or 
property damage in case of incorrect handling and maintenance or in case of any use not in accordance 
with the regulations. 

 A further risk with power electronic equipment, which not every expert is acquainted with, is that there is 
still electric energy in the equipment even after disconnection of the supply voltage (capacitor charging!). 
When the required discharging time has elapsed the equipment must be checked for residual voltage prior 
to starting any work. 

 
Attention: Electrical systems and machines may only be 
 installed, 

− connected, 
− commissioned, 
− serviced and 
− operated by experts who are trained applying the applicable safety and installation regulations. 

 Have any work checked by trained experts. The experts must be authorized for the required work by the 
person in charge of system safety. 
 
Experts are persons who have the necessary training and experience are acquainted with the respective 
applicable standards, regulations and accident prevention regulations, are familiar with function and 
operating conditions of electrical drive systems, are able to recognize and avoid any danger. 

 Control, locking functions, monitoring and protective functions (thermal motor protection, speed monitor, 
overcurrent, earth fault, etc.) must not be deactivated, not even in trial operation. 
 
The system may only be installed and operated in accordance with the documented layout. Use in 
compliance with the regulations. Any other use is prohibited! 

 
 
Storage regulations: The regulations for storing electrical systems must be observed. Please request these 

regulations if required, or take them out of the technical data! 
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Please help preclude any faults and thus avoid injury of persons and property damage. 
 
The person responsible for the system must guarantee that 
− safety notes and operating instructions are available and observed; 
− operating conditions and technical data are observed in accordance with the order; 
− protective devices are used; 
− prescribed maintenance is performed; 
− service staff is immediately called or the system is immediately shut down, if there are higher 
− temperatures, noise, vibrations, etc. as compared to nominal operation; 
 
 
The operating instructions contain all the information an expert needs for using the electrical system in industrial plants. 
Additional information and hints for unqualified persons, for application of the system in a non-industrial field, and for 
possible drive variants are not contained in this manual. 
 
The manufacturer's guarantee is only valid, if the respective applicable operating instructions have been observed and 
adhered to. 
 
 
Device specific General remarks referring security 
 
− The output side of DYNAVERT L inverters is stable at no load, short-circuit-proof, and earth-fault -proof. 
 
− The earthing cable of the electronic section is electrically connected to PE. 
 
− All the operation and signal inputs (terminal strip) are isolated from the electronic section earth by means of opto-

couplers. Therefore best prerequisites are set to guarantee electromagnetic compatibility. 
 
− All the conductive connections are still energized after the mains voltage has been switched off, until the link 

capacitor has discharged (approx. 5 min.). 
 
− Before starting to work check the residual voltage after the discharging time period. 
 
− Connections at the terminal strip may only be performed, if the inverter is de-energized. 
 
− Withdraw plug connections and electronic boards only, if the inverter is de-energized. 
 
− In order to protect the power transistors of the input rectifier off explosion (in case of breakdown of all protection 

systems) there are semiconductor fuses installed at the mains side. 
 
− As a matter of principle only PCB-free and beryllium-oxide-free components are used. When the DYNAVERT L is put 

out of service it must be appropriately disposed of. 
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1 Commissioning and equipment description 
1.1 Commissioning - General Hints 
1.1.1 Connection diagrams 
1.1.1.1 Connectin diagrams customer connections L20 to L75; series 4 
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Figure 1: Connection diagrams customer connections  
 

1) connection values acc. to technical data 
2) optionally operation without tacho possible. Track A in case of clockwise 

rotating field of the motor run 90° before track B 
3) factory setting: operation only with input "AB" X1:37 
4) factory setting: parameterized to digital load measuring 

 
* also see page 47. 
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1.1.1.2 Minimum connection diagram L20 to L75; series 4 
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Figure 2: Minimum connection diagram L20 to L75; series 4 
 

* also see page 47. 
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1.1.1.3 Connection diagrams customer connections ≥ L85/400; series 3 
 

PE

 
 

Figure 3: Connection diagram customer connections > L85/400 or L75/500; series 3  

 
 
1) connection values acc. to technical data 
2) optionally operation without tacho possible. Track A in case of clockwise rotating field of the motor and runs 90° before track B 
3) factory setting: operation only with input "AB" X1:37 
4) using one contactor remove bridge X1:28-X1:38 and loop-in the break contact of the remaining contactor 
5) factory setting: parameterized to digital load measuring 
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1.1.1.4 Minimum connection diagram ≥ L85/400; series 3 
 

PE

 
 

Figure 4: Minimum connection diagram > L85/400 or L75/500; series 3  

 
 
1) optionally operation without tacho possible. Track A in case of clockwise rotating field of the motor runs 90° before track B. 
2) using one contactor remove bridge X1:28-X1:38 and loop-in the break contact of the remaining contactor 
3) factory setting: operation only with input "AB" X1:37 
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1.1.2 Operation and commissioning menu 
 
In general: 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Internal/external control panel  

 
 
• Select menu by pressing  or  . 
  
• Select sub-menu or parameter by pressing  or  . 
  
• Accept sub-menu or parameter for data entry by pressing  . 
  
• Enable parameter for changes by pressing  , 

− a black bar appears in the display. 
  
  
• Change the parameter by pressing  or  . 
  
• Accept new parameter value by pressing  . 
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Example: Series of keystrokes for changing the rated speed v 3 
 
− Press button  
 
− Press button  to enter the menu P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA 
 
− Press button  
 
− Press button  down to v 3 
 
− Press button  
 
− Press button  or  until the specified value appears in the display 
 
− Press button  to take over the value 
 
 
After parameters have been changed: 
 
− Press  to return to the main menu 
 
− Press  to exit the parameterization level  
 
 
 
COMMENT - fault reset: 
 
• Reset fault message memory by pressing  and  simultaneously. 
 
 
Commissioning menu: 
 
Following figures show the required menu items for the travel curves positioning with/without actual value feedback and 
direct travel: 
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Information

Parameterizing

 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Commissioning menu  

Explication figure 6: 
 
1) measured distance up from the braking 

tag to the correction point SA (stopping 
switch) + parameterized stopping 
distance. 

2) pre-adjusted for passenger lifts 
3) distance of the braking tag to the flush 

position 
4) only change in case of direct travel 
5) only change if number of lines 

deviating from 1024 
6) only change if operating without tacho 

or with plants with worm gear to 
conquer the self-locking 
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1.1.3 Setting the travel curve 
 
Also see 1.2.1 System description / System applications, page 37. 
 
 
1. Travel curve with positioning travel: 

Standard adjustment, simplest and quickest commissioning according to chapter 1.1.5, page 21 or 1.1.6, page 24. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Travel curve with positioning travel  

 
 
This travel curve can be realized either with or without actual value feedback (tacho). 
 
 
2. Travel curve without positioning - direct travel: 

Time optimized travelling process, more commissioning effort  
 

 
 

Figure 8: Travel curve without positioning - direct travel  

 
 
This travel curve can only be realized with actual value feedback. It is only useful, if there are no, or negligible plant 
caused distance failures. 
 
 
Negligible distance failures can arise due to: 
 
− different signal running times (e.g. PLC-cycle times), i.e. it takes different time periods until the signal to switch off the 

rated speed v 3 runs from the light barrier or the soleniod switch in the shaft to the DYNAVERT L terminal strip (in 
case of very high travelling speeds). 

− changing of the system transmission ration, e.g. run in ropes, 
− the tags in the shaft can not be adjusted millimeter exactly, 
− great rope slip, e.g. with belt drives. 
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1.1.4 Software support 
1.1.4.1 Setting the brake tags 
 
In the information menu I-MIN. BRAK. DISTANCES the operator can check, to which minimum distance the braking tags 
must be adjusted, so that the parameterized travel curve data can physically be observed. 
 
Method: 

− Set the travel curve values, 
− Do the check up (a message possibly appearing after the check up remains without importance!), 
− Check the required distance or the braking tags for the different travel speeds in the information 
− menu I-MIN. BRAK. DISTANCES 
− Set the braking tags in the shaft to a distance higher or exact to the required distance setting, 
− Parameterize the travel curve value e.g. Brak.dist.3 according to the set braking tag distance in the shaft. 

 
 
 
Example: 
 

I-MIN. BRAK. DISTANCES Brak.dist.3 = 265.4 cm 
 Floor distance: 350 cm 

 
• Adjust the braking tag in a distance of at least 265.4 cm (higher or exact 265.4 cm) 
 
• Set the adjusted value in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA Brak.dist.3 
 
 
 
HINT: 
 
In order to possibly realize lateron other travel curve value (acceleration, deceleration, ....) the braking tag distances 

should be set as great as possible! In the example shorter than 350 cm. 
 
Real distance control: 

 
Starting the braking period is done time optimal and automatically. It is not necessary to set correction values. The 
set braking tag distance (e.g. 320 cm) is only parameterized in the menu item P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA Brak.dist.3. 
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1.1.4.2 Checking the stop switch 
 
In the information menu I-DRIVE DATA the speed of the car when passing the stop switch can be checked. In case of 
chosen travel curve with positioning this checked value should be as great as the actual traveled positioning speed v 
Posi (display: v-travel), in order to not do the correction during the travel curve rounding so that it can not be noticed in 
the car. 
 
Example: 
 

I-DRIVE DATA: Speed (A) = 10 cm/s 
actual traveled speed v Posi = 10 cm/s 

 
Result: correct adjusted stop switch, or 

correct set positioning distance distance position (P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA) 
 
 
HINT: 
 
• Pre-adjust the stop switch according to the table in 

− chapter 1.1.5.1 Parameterization (due to the factory adjustment), page 21 or 
− chapter 1.1.6.1 Parameterization (due to the factory adjustment), page 24. 

  
 Possibly appearing plant caused distance failures are corrected at the stop switch. In order to keep the correction 

unperceived the correction point should be performed in the correction period, so during the positioning speed. This 
is considered in the mentioned table! 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Correction point during the positioning period  
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1.1.5 Short version instructions 
Commissioning with positioning travel and actual value feedback (tacho) 

 
In these short version instructions only these menu items and connections are used as an example, which are at least 
required for the normal travel. 
 
The complete device features are explicitly explained in chapter 1.2 Equipment description, starting page 37. 
 
 
 
Connection: 
 
• For this commissioning connect the DYNAVERT L according to chapter 

1.1.1.2 Minimum connection diagram L20 to L75; series 4, page 11, or 
1.1.1.4 Minimum connection diagram ≥ L85/400; series 3, page 14. 

 
• Factory setting: Tacho with 1024 pulses/rotation. 
 
 
 
1.1.5.1 Parameterization (due to the factory adjustment) 
 
• Select language, also see menu P-OPERATION, page 68. 
 
 
1. Menu item P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA 
 
• Parameterize v Posi, Stop. dist., Position., v 3 and Brak.dist.3. 
 
 

Recommended adjusting values: for parameterization and shaft tags. 
Using the evacuation travel also see chapter 1.2.10, page 88. 

 

v 3 Brak.dist.3* v Posi Stop. dist. Position. 

m/s cm m/s cm cm 

up to 0.8 higher 125 0.05 8 10 

0.8...1.6 125...315 0.1 12 12 

1.6... 2.5 315...600 0.15 18 25 

 
 

* Information to the braking tag distance see 1.1.9 Specific adjusting hints, page 35. 
 
 
2. Menu item P-MONITORING 
 
• parameterize v max  

− v max should be 10% higher than the rated speed v 3. 
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3. Menu item P-SYSTEM DATA 
 
• set v/n 

(ration of speed v [m/s] to speed n [min-1]). 
 
 

Calculate v/n value: generally valid calculation formula: 
 
v = 0.05236 x n-motor x D x u x A 

 

v theoretically possible speed of the lift car at the rated speed of the motor [m/s]; 

n-motor rated motor speed according to the type plate [min-1]; 

D driving disk diameter in [m]; 

u gear reduction (e.g. 2/45); 

A suspension (e.g. 1/2); 

 
 
4. Menu item P-MOTOR DATA 
 
• set the motor data according to the type plate: 

(rated speed, current, frequency, voltage, cos phi) 
 

ATTENTION: 
With field weakening parameterize the data of the lower frequency. 
Also see MOTOR DAT, page 78. 

 
• do the Auto (-matic) R1-measuring, to do this activate controller enable X1:42: 
 

1) parameterize R1 = Yes 
do the connection to the motor, to do this e.g. press the travel contactor(s) manually. 

 
2) press button , the R1 measuring is running for about 3 seconds. 

 
 
5. Menu item P-CHECK-UP 
 
• set Check-Up: Yes. 
 
• press button  . 

− if message Fault:v3 ><brak.dist3 appears the adjusted braking distance can not be realized for physically 
reasons: 

 
• increase the barking tag distances, for this see 1.1.9.2 Message Fault:v3 ><brak.dist3, page 35. 
 
 
6. Adjusting the braking tag distances in the shaft 
 
• travel through the shaft using revision and adjust the parameterized Brak.dist.3 centimeter precisely. 
 
• adjust the stopping accuracy according to section 1.1.5.2, see the following page. 
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1.1.5.2 Setting the stopping accuracy 
 
1. Travel from both sides to all floors using command V3 normal travel, displace the stop switches in a way that the car 

may stop flush. 
  
 HINT: 
 If the positioning travel is too short, or a jerking can be noticed in the car at the correction point, the measured 

braking distances are shorter than the parameterized Brak.dist.3 (that means, the speed at the correction point stop 
switch is too high). The measured braking distance is shown in the display with Brak.d.(S) = xxx.xx cm. 

  
 REMEDY: 
 First of all increase the positioning distance Position. in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA. If this action carries no advance, 

see sections 1.1.9.3 Checking the braking distances, page 36 and 1.1.9.4 Checking the correction point stop switch, 
page 36! 

  
2. If the positioning travel takes too much time increase the Brak.dist.3 in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA, to reach shorter 

positioning times. 
 
 
Commissioning for rated speed v 3 has been finished. For possibly having intermediate speeds v 1 or v 2 the suitable 
braking distances have to be parameterized. 
 
 
NOTE: 
 
With lift plants with known starting torques, e.g. hospital lifts or systems with high self-locking the travelling behavior can 
be further optimized. Also see Flushness, page 70 and Load measuring, page 73. 
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1.1.6 Short version instructions 
Commissioning with positioning travel without actual value feedback 

 
In these short version instructions only these menu items and connections are used as an example, which are at least 
required for the normal travel. 
 
The complete device features are explicitly explained in chapter 1.2 Equipment description, starting page 37. 
 
 
• Pay attention to the application limits: 

− operating without tacho no short distance travels are possible and no re-adjusting. 
− limits for the travelling speed etc. see 1.2.1 System description / System applications, page 37. 

 
 
Connection: 
 
• For this commissioning connect the DYNAVERT L according to chapter 

1.1.1.2 Minimum connection diagram L20 to L75; series 4, page 11, or 
1.1.1.4 Minimum connection diagram ≥ L85/400; series 3, page 14. 

 
 
 
1.1.6.1 Parameterization (due to the factory adjustment) 
 
• Select language, also see menu P-Operation, page 68. 
 
 
1. Menu item P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA 
 
• Parameterize v Posi, Stop. dist., Position., v 3 and Brak.dist.3. 
 
 

Recommended adjusting values: for parameterization and shaft tags. 
Using the evacuation travel also see chapter 1.2.10 Evacuation with battery operation, page 88. 

 

v 3 Brak.dist.3* v Posi Stop. dist. Position. 

m/s cm m/s cm cm 

up to 0.8 125 0.08 9 15 

0.8...1.2 150 0.1 12 25 

 
 

* Information to the braking tag distance see 1.1.9 Specific adjusting hints, page 29. 
 
 
2. Menu item P-MONITORING 
 
• parameterize v max 

− v max should be 10% higher than the rated speed v 3. 
 
 
3. Menu item P-SYSTEM DATA 
 
• set v/n (ratio of speed v [m/s] to speed n [min-1]). 
 
 

Calculate v/n value: generally valid calculation formula: 
 
v = 0.05236 x n-motor x D x u x A 
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v theoretically possible speed of the lift car at the rated speed of the motor; 

n-motor rated motor speed according to the type plate [min-1] 

D driving disk diameter in [m] 

u gear reduction (e.g. 2/45); 

A suspension (e.g. 1/2); 

 
 
• tacho type = none 
 
• Engag t br. = 0.1 
 
• t_rel mec.br = 0.05 
 
• Exact adaptation of Engag t br. and t_rel mec.br 

see chapter 1.2 Equipment description, item 48, 49, starting page 72. 
 
 
4. Menu item P-OPERATION 
 
• enable hidden values. 
 
 
5. Menu item P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR 
 
• set I-n-ctrl. to 200. 
 
• if required increase Delta jerk, especially for systems with great centrifugal masses. 
 
• if required set direction dependent starting torque. 

− Also see Start.torq., and Add.torque, page 77. 
 
 
6. Menu item P-MOTOR DATA 
 
• set the motor data according to the type plate: 

(rated speed, current, frequency, voltage, cos phi). 
 

ATTENTION: 
With field weakening parameterize the data of the lower frequency. 
Also see MOTOR DAT, page 78. 

  
• do the Auto (-matic) R1-measuring, to do this activate controller enable X1:42: 
 

1) parameterize R1 = Yes 
do the connection to the motor, to do this e.g. press the travel contactor(s) manually. 

 
2) press button , the R1 measuring is running for about 3 seconds. 

 
 
7. Menu item P-CHECK-UP 
 
• set Check-Up: Yes 
 
• press button  . 

− if message Fault:v3 ><brak.dist3 appears the adjusted braking distance can not be realized for physically 
reasons: 

 
• increase the barking tag distances, for this see 1.1.9.2 Message Fault:v3 ><brak.dist3, page 35. 
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1.1.6.2 Setting the stopping accuracy 
 
Set the numeric value of the rated speed v3 exactly as great as the value for the positioning speed v Posi. 

Perform a continuous travel with empty car, for this vary the adjustment in the motor the exact rated speed of the 
motor in the menu item P-MOTOR DATA: Slipcomp in a way that the speed at the motor shaft is the same in up and 
down direction. 
• Check the adjustment using a speed meter! 

 
 
1. In P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: 

− set v3 to the value of the rated speed. 
− Brak.dist.3 = distance of the braking tag. 
− Check-Up: Yes. 
− press button  . 

 
2. Travel from both sides to all floors using command V3 nominal speed-normal travel, displace the stop switches in a 

way that the car may stop flush. 
 
 
 HINT: 
 If the positioning travel is too short, or a jerking can be noticed in the car at the correction point, the measured 

braking distances are shorter than the parameterized Brak.dist.3 (that means, the speed at the correction point stop 
switch is too high). The measured braking distance is shown in the display with Brak.d.(S) = xxx.xx cm. 

  
 REMEDY: 
 First of all increase the positioning distance Position. in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA. If this action carries no advance, 

see sections 1.1.9.3 Checking the braking distances, page 36 and 1.1.9.4 Checking the correction point stop switch, 
page 36! 

  
1. If the positioning travel takes too much time increase the Brak.dist.3 in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA, to reach shorter 

positioning times. 
 
 
Commissioning for rated speed v 3 has been finished. For possibly having intermediate speeds v 1 or v 2 the suitable 
braking distances have to be parameterized. 
 
 
NOTE: 
 
With lift plants with known starting torques, e.g. hospital lifts or systems with high self-locking the travelling behavior can 
be further optimized. Also see Flushness, page 70 and Load measuring, page 73. 
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1.1.7 Extensive commissioning instructions; Adjustment Direct travel 
1.1.7.1 Terminal connection 
 
For commissioning the DYNAVERT L with nominal speed v 3 the following terminals must be connected (connection see 
chapter 1.1.1 Connection diagrams, starting page 9): 
 
− Mains-/motor-/braking resistor (only series 3) 
− Controller enable X1:42 
− Correction point stop switch X1:30 (also called electric stop switch or stop tag). 
− Nominal speed S3, X1:33 
− The readjusting speed input must be disconnected X1:35, and readjustment must be deactivated by the controller. 
− Revision speed SR, X1:34 
− Direction contact down(wards) Su, X1:37; 
− optional: direction contact up(wards): So, X1:36 
− acknowledgement travel contactor (only series 3), that means: 

− operating with one travel contactor: lay the opening contact of this contactor between X1:28 and X1:38; 
− operating with two travel contactors: lay a bridge between X1:28 and X1:38; 

 
 

HINT: 
 
Compare the actual rated mains voltage to the indications at the type plate of the DYNAVERT L. In case of 
deviations: 
− parameterize the correct rated voltage in P-INVERTER DATA and 
− connect the transformer T4 (only series 3) for the fan supply in the DYNAVERT L to the correct value (Position of 

the trafo see chapter 4.4 Inside views and layout plans, starting page 127). 
 
 
− Relay outputs (common fault, leveling speed, mechanical brake, travel contactor). 

HINT: As a standard the relay for common fault is in good status (no fault applied), i.e. X1:9 and 11 is closed via the 
relay contact. 

− Pulse tacho connection (pay attention to the shielding according to chapter 1.2.9 Project planning / installation 
regulations, page 85!). 

− If the motor PTC thermistor is not evaluated by the inverter, do the steps, described below: 
Series 4: connect X52:1 with X52:2 
Series 3: connect X52:1 with 100 Ω resistor with X52.2 

 
 
 
1.1.7.2 Inverter parameterization 
 
1. Menu item P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA (Overview of the parameters refer to Commissioning menu , page 17). 
 

• enter desired acceleration Accel. 
• enter desired deceleration Decel. 

 
 

Hint for setting: 
 

− Enter acceleration value = deceleration value, to get a symmetric travel curve. 
− For passenger lifts deceleration should be ≤ 1.0 m/s2. 
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Recommended adjusting values: for parameterization and shaft tags. 
Using the evacuation travel also see chapter 1.2.10 Evacuation with battery operation, page 88 and Figure 10: 
Braking distances and travel curve designations. 

 

v 3 Brak.dist.3* v Posi Stop. dist. Position. 

m/s cm m/s cm cm 

up to 0.8 higher 125 0.08 9 10 

0.8...1.6 125...315 0.1 12 14 

1.6...2.5 315...600 0.15 18 25 

 
 

* Information to the braking tag distance see 1.1.9 Specific adjusting hints, page 35. 
 
 

• Enter positioning speed v Posi. 
• Enter nominal speed v 3. 
• Enter Stop. dist. (=stopping distance). 

The stopping distance is the distance of the stop switch from flush position.  
• Enter Brak.dist.3 (= braking distance of v 3). 

The braking distance is the distance of the corresponding brake tag from flush position. 
• Enter Position. (Positioning distance). The stop switch should lie in the positioning distance range. 
 
• Exit P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA by pressing button  . 

 
 
2. Menu item P-MONITORING: 
 

• Enter leveling speed (Parameter v-levell.). 
If the speed reaches or falls below the parameterized speed, contact leveling speed X1:3/4 will be closed (e.g. to 
evaluate the door opening during the leveling). 

• Enter v max. 
With this the speed control is adapted to the lift plant. 

 
Recommendation: v max should be 10% higher than v 3. 

 
• in case store setpoint/actual value deviation, to do this parameterize Store setp/actv to yes. 
 
• Exit P-MONITORING by pressing  . 

 
 
3. Menu item P-SYSTEM DATA: 
 
 
• set v/n (ration of speed v [m/s] to speed n [min-1]). 
 
 

Calculate v/n value: generally valid calculation formula: 
 
v = 0.05236 x n-motor x D x u x A 

v theoretically possible speed of the lift car at the rated speed of the motor[m/s]; 

n-motor rated motor speed according to the type plate [min-1]; 

D driving disk diameter in [m]; 

u gear reduction (e.g. 2/45); 

A suspension (e.g. 1/2); 
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• Enter Pulses/360: Enter pulse number of the pulse generator, e.g. 1024. 
• Set signal delay of stop switch (parameter t-Del.STPSW) to the smallest value = 0.001 s. 
• Set signal delay brake tag (parameter t-Del.BT) to the smallest value = 0.001 s. 
• In case of a travel direction setting is used for both travel directions (X1:36/X1:37), set the direction indicating 

parameter up/down. 
• Set the c.d.f. braking resistor according to 5.1 Type data external braking resistors, page 133. 
 
• Exit P-SYSTEM DATA by pressing  . 
 
 
4. Menu item P-MOTOR DATA: 
 
• set the motor data according to the type plate: 

(rated speed, current, frequency, voltage, cos phi). 
 

ATTENTION: 
With field weakening parameterize the data of the lower frequency. 
Also see MOTOR DAT, page 78. 

  
• do the Auto (-matic) R1-measuring of the motor: 

A direct current flows immediately to the motor (IDC = Imotornom.): 
 

1) parameterize R1 = Yes 
do the connection to the motor, to do this e.g. press the travel contactor(s) manually. 

 
2) press button , the R1 measuring is running for about 3 seconds. 

 
• Exit P-SYSTEM DATA by pressing  . 
 
 
5. Adjust the braking tag distances in the shaft 
 

• travel through the shaft using Revision and adjust the parameterized Brak.dist.3 millimeter precisely. 
 
 
6. Enter v 3 = 3 cm/s in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA. 
 
 
 
1.1.7.3 Checking direction of motor rotation and tacho connection 
 
1. In menu item P-SYSTEM DATA parameterize tacho type none. 

− Enter P-CHECK-UP Check-Up: Yes. 
− Give revision command in down direction. If the motor's direction of rotation is incorrect, change the rotating field 

at the motor (i.e. exchange 2 phases). 
 
2. In menu item P-SYSTEM DATA parameterize tacho type digital. 

− Access P-CHECK UP and perform check up. 
− Again perform travel test with revision speed; if there is a setpoint-actual v.-deviation fault, the 2 tracks of the 

pulse generator at X1:24 and X1:25 must be exchanged. 
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1.1.7.4 Setting the stopping accuracy and the braking distances 
 
1. Drive the lift car to the top floor with Revision. 
 
2. Give travel command V3 one floor downwards 

(The lift travels with 3 cm/s to the reference floor). 
 
3. The car stops unflush, readjusting is switched off. 

The unflush position results out of: 
a) the pre-set value for the stop switch, see table value page 28. 
b) the actual adjusted stop switch in the shaft (deviation from the set value). 

 
4. The value Brak.d.(S) indicated in the display shows the actual set (adjusted) braking tag distance in the lift shaft. 
 

• Compare the value Brak.d.(S) to the parameterized value out of P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: 
Compare to Brak.dist.3, for different values see 1.1.9.3 Checking the braking distances, page 36. 

 
• Displace the stop switches in a way, that the car will stop millimeter exact flushing the reference floor. In 

this case always travel to the reference floor from the top! 
 
 

Check the actual commissioning status: 

 

− Brak.d.(S) indicated in the display is equal to P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: Brak.dist.3. 

− Brak.d.(S) indicated in the display is higher than I-MIN.BRAKING DISTANCES:Brak.dist.3. 

− Brak.d.(S) shows the actual distance of the braking tag to the flush position. 

 
 
5. Note the value of Brak.d.(S), 
 
6. parameterize v3 to the rated speed, 
 
7. set Check-Up: Yes. 
 
8. press button  . 
 
9. travel the lift using Revision to the most top floor. 
 
10. Give travel command V 3 to the floor staying below (= reference floor). 
 

The car will travel farther than the floor, (caused by the signal running time from the stop switch in the lift shaft to the 
inverter). 
 
REMEDY: 
 
• Increase the time t-Del.STPSW in P-SYSTEM DATA until the car stops at flush position (Travelling to the reference 

floor from the top!). 
• Set CHECK-UP: Yes. 
• Press button  . 

 
11. Adapt the signal running time to the stop switch 

The display shows a smaller Brak.d.(S) according to the signal running time. The inverter has not been able to 
compute the correct braking distance (=distance of the braking tags), due to the signal running time from the 
braking tag in the lift shaft to the inverter. Therefore has system has performed the distance correction at the stop 
switch. 

 
REMEDY: 
 
• Increase the time t-Del.BT in P-SYSTEM DATA until the value noted in item 5. is shown for Brak.d.(S). 
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12. Travel to all other floors using rated speed, adjust the stop switches (according flush position) and braking tags. 
 

• Correct the braking tag distances in a way, that in the display Brak.d.(S) = the value noted in item 5. (originally 
computed value) is shown. 

 
 

Check the actual commissioning status: 

 

− v3 with positioning is adjusted 

 
 
13. The operator can now parameterize every travel speed below v3, or can set different (usual) positioning speeds and 

distances; for this no more tags have to be changed! 
 
14. Direct travel: 

− Parameterize P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA Position = 0.0 cm. 
− The parameter v Posi has no longer effect on the system. 

 
 
The commissioning is now terminated for V 3. For the intermediate speed V 1 and V 2 only the suitable braking 
distances have to be parameterized. 
In case of a fine adjustment should be required the "hidden parameters" in the menu item P-OPERATION must be 
released and the specific advice according starting at page 69 must be paid attention. 
 
 
NOTE: 
 
With lift plants with known starting torques, e.g. hospital lifts or systems with high self-locking the travelling behavior can 
be further optimized. Also see Flushness, page 70 and Load measuring, page 73. 
 
 
Parameterizing is now finished! Switch on the parameterizing protection at switch S1.1 on the electronic board, to avoid 
an unauthorized changing of the parameters (see chapter 4.4 Inside views and layout plans, page 127 and 4.5 Layout 
for the board, page 130). 
Additionally a password can be entered in menu P-OPERATION, also see Password, page 83. 
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1.1.8 Commissioning operating with DCP-Interface 
1.1.8.1 Terminal connection 
 
Operation wit DCP-Interface is only possible, if the lift control supports the interface. The lift control controls the 
DYNAVERT L via the RS485 interface. Lots of the connections between lift control and DYNAVERT L are no longer 
required. 
 
• For operation with the DCP-interface at the DYNAVERT® L connect the following terminals (X1): 

− Mains connection (PE, U1, V1, W1) 
− Motor via travelling contactors (PE, U2, V2, W2) 
− Braking resistor (Ud+2, R) (only series 3) 
− Mechanical brake (5, 6) 
− Common fault (9, 10, 11) 
− Controller enable (42) 

 
• If required, use the following inputs: 

− Pulse tacho (22, 23, 24, 25) 
− analogue load measuring (15 through 19) 
− Status signal travel contactor (1-contactor operation) (38) (only series 3) 
− Deceleration check (39) 
− Battery operation (41) 
− Prog. Digital inputs (43, 44) 
− Fault reset (45) 

 
 

NOTE: The following terminal strip inputs are not used here: 
− Correction point stop switch (30) 
− Intermediate speed v1, v2 (31, 32) 
− Rated speed v3 (33) 
− Revision speed vR (34) 
− Readjusting speed vN (35) 
− Direction up/down (36, 37) 

 
 
• Additionally connect the RS485-interface with the control, to do this, connect terminals X51:1 (screen), X51:2 

(RS485A) and X51:3 (RS485B) with the corresponding interface an the lift control. 
 
 
 
1.1.8.2 Modes of Operation 
 
The DCP-interface can be operated in two different operation modes: 
 
1. The tag information is transferred via the DCP-interface. 

No distance setpoint value and no actual distance value is transferred via the DCP-interface: 
 

In the DYNAVERT L this mode is activated by the following parameters: 
 
− P-INTERFACE:RS485Prot: DCP 
− P-INTERFACE: Op.-source: RS485 
− P-INTERFACE:TravSource:Convert.. 
 
For the further commissioning see 1.1.5 or 1.1.6. 
Direct travel is not useful with this mode of operation. 
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2. Distance setpoint value and actual distance value are transferred via the DCP-interface, this method delivers the 
following advantages: 

 
− Each distance can be realized with optimum travel curve, without additional effort. 
− Direct travel possible during commissioning, without additional expenditure. 
− Up to speed of 1.6 m/s working without actual value feedback possible without loss of stopping accuracy. 
− No braking tags (braking and stopping tags) have to be set and to be adjusted. Thus commissioning will be 

reduced to a minimum. 
 
 
 
1.1.8.3 Parameterizing the DYNAVERT L 
 
1. Menu item P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA 

(Overview of the parameters see Commissioning menu , page 17). 
 

• Set the desired acceleration Accel.. 
• Set the desired deceleration Decel.. 

 
Adjusting hint: 
− Set acceleration value = deceleration value to get a symmetric travel curve. 
− For lifts the deceleration should be ≤ 1.0 m/s2. 

 
• Set the rated speed v3 

Note: Only set the rated speed, setting the intermediate speed is not necessary. 
 

• Set Position. (positioning distance). 
With direct travel set 0 here, otherwise the positioning distance (about 10 cm). 

 
 
2. Menu item P-MONITORING 
 

• Parameterize v max 
v max should be 10% greater than the rated speed v3. 

 
 
3. Menu item P-SYSTEM DATA 
 
• set v/n (ration of speed v [m/s] to speed n [min-1]). 
 
 

Calculate v/n value: generally valid calculation formula: 
 
v = 0.05236 x n-motor x D x u x A 

v theoretically possible speed of the lift car at the rated speed of the motor [m/s]; 

n-motor rated motor speed according to the type plate [min-1]; 

D driving disk diameter in [m]; 

u gear reduction (e.g. 2/45); 

A suspension (e.g. 1/2); 
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Note: 
It is not necessary to set this parameter totally exact. 
Required accuracy about 10 %. 
 
 
4. Menu item P-MOTOR DATA: 
 
• set the motor data according to the type plate: 

(rated speed, current, frequency, voltage, cos phi). 
 

ATTENTION: 
With field weakening parameterize the data of the lower frequency. 
Also see MOTOR DATA, page 78. 
 

• do the Auto (-matic) R1-measuring of the motor, to do this, activate Controller enable X1:42: 
 
1) parameterize R1 = Yes 

do the connection to the motor, to do this, e.g. press the travel contactor(s) manually. 
 

2) press button , the R1 measuring is running for about 3 seconds. 
 
 
5. Menu item P-INTERFACE 
 

• set RS485Prot = DCP. 
 

• set Op.-source = RS485. 
 

• set TravSource = Testmode. 
 
 
6. Menu item P-CHECK-UP 
 

• set Check-Up: Yes. 
 
 
7. Checking the v/n ratio 
 

• do the travel to the next floor. 
 

• compare I-DRIVE DATA:Actual-DCP and I-DRIVE DATA:Setpt.-DCP. 
 

If: Actual-DCP greater Setpt.-DCP or, 
Actual-DCP lower Setpt.-DCP -10%: 

 • vary the v/n ratio, 

 • do the Check-Up and travel to the next floor. 

 • Repeat this procedure, till the Actual-DCP is between 
Setpt.-DCP-10% and Setpt.-DCP. 

 
 
8. Menu item P-INTERFACE 
 

• TravSource = RS485 
 

Adjusting of braking points etc. is not required. 
The lift must now stop automatically flush, even direct travelling. 
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1.1.9 Specific adjusting hints 
1.1.9.1 Distances of the brake tags 
 
− The braking distance values (= braking tag distance) given in the table (chapter 1.1.5, 1.1.6 or 1.1.7) are valid for 

floor travels, with which the parameterized rated speed is reached (braking tag comes before reaching the rated 
speed). 

 
In case of no floor travel being done the required braking distances are about 20... 30% shorter (The braking tag comes 

during the rated speed)! 
 
− The exact minimum braking distances, i.e. minimum distances for the braking tags can be checked in the 

information menu I-MIN.BRAKING DISTANCES (checking procedure see chapter 1.1.4.1, page 19). 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
Adjust possibly long braking tag distances. 
Starting the delay is, however, done time optimal and automatically! 
 
 
HINT: 

In case of a floor travel is done during operation, even if the braking tag distances are too short (according to 
indication floor travel = no) an automatic correction of the travel curve is done. 

 
 
 
1.1.9.2 Message Fault:v3 ><brak.dist3 
 
HINT: 
If there is the message Fault:v3 ><brak.dist3 after check-up, the parameterized distance of the braking tag (P-TRAVEL 
CURVE DATA: Brak.dist.3) is too short. This means that the braking distance can physically not be reached from nominal 
speed v3. 
 
 
REMEDY: 
 
− Check the required minimum braking distance in menu I-MIN.BRAKING DISTANCES:Brak.dist.3. 
− Displace the braking tags in the shaft to a distance value higher than the shown required minimum braking distance 

from v3, with this set the braking tag distances as large as possible (the delay is started time optimal automatically). 
− parameterize the new set braking distance in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: Brak.dist.3. 
− do the CHECK-UP. 
− press button  . 
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1.1.9.3 Checking the braking distances 
 
The measured braking distance is computed via counting the pulses regarding the system data (e.g. v/n-value). 
Operating without pulse generator (actual value) the value is determined via the integration of the rated value curve. 
According to the deviation from the actual rated value this method results in other values for the indicated Brak.d.(S). 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Braking distances and travel curve designations 

 
 
The actual (measured) braking distance should correspond centimeter exact to the parameterized braking distance (P-
TRAVEL CURVE DATA: Brak.dist.3). 
The measured braking distance Brak.d.(S) must in any case not be shorter than the physical required minimum braking 
distance from speed v3! 
 
• Check the calculation of v/n from section 1.1.5.1, page 21, item 3! 
 
• Adjust the braking tags in the shaft if the values for the measured braking distance Brak.d.(S) and the parameterized 

distance Brak.dist.3 differ. 
− If the differences are small (below 2 cm!) it is sufficient if travel curve with positioning has been selected to 

parameterize the smallest measured braking distance (S) in P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: Brak.dist.3! 
 
 
 
1.1.9.4 Checking the correction point stop switch 
 
The correction point stop switch should be located in the range of the constant positioning (see Figure 10: Braking 
distances and travel curve designations)! 
 
• do the normal travel using v3 
 
• select menu item speed at the stop switch Speed (A) in the menu P-DRIVE DATA 

− the indicated value should correspond to the traveled positioning speed v Posi (display: v-travel:=x.xx m/s), in 
order to get the correcting access no to be remarked in the car (The positioning speed is automatically 
lengthened or shortened). 

 
If the displayed value is higher than the positioning speed traveled at the moment: increase the positioning distance 

(P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA: Position.)! 
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1.2 Equipment description 
1.2.1 System description / System applications 
 
The DYNAVERT L frequency inverter has been designed for cable elevators with gearboxes operating at typical speeds 
of 2.5 m/s. 
 
− This type of inverter can be operated with or without feedback value devices (tachometer). 
 
− High resolution incremental encoders operating at 4096 pulses/revolution or encoders with lower pulse counts can 

be used. 
 
− DYNAVERT L frequency inverters are designed for use with the following types of motor 

− single speed motors with standard nominal slip 
− conventional elevator motors with high nominal slip, e.g. 4/16 pole multiple speed motors. 

 
− This inverter type is suitable for use with self-locking gearboxes (e.g. worm gears) or gearboxes with high reverse 

efficiency (e.g. planet gears). 
 
 
Typical applications for the DYNAVERT L frequency inverter are shown in the diagram below: 
 

Mode of operation

Type of pulse tacho

Motor

Gear box

Nominal speed
up to . .........

Typical positioning accuracy
depending on system data

Restrictions

sensorless

standard motor
e.g. LUGA

conventional motor
high nominal slip
e.g. 4/16-pole-type

conventional motor
high nominal slip
e.g. 4/16-pole-type

1.6 m/s 1.2 m/s

< ± 4 mm

no direct levelling
no short distance travel

with speed feedback

 64 - pulse ≥ 1024 - pulse

1.8 m/s 1.2 m/s

± 1 mm ± 1 mm

2.5 m/s

± 1 mm

standard motor
e.g. LUGA

standard motor
e.g. LUGA

none

DYNAVERT L 
without DCP interface

< ± 6 mm

.

 
 

Figure 11: System Applications without DCP interface  
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Mode of operation

Type of pulse tacho

Motor

Gear box

Nominal speed
up to . .........

Typical positioning accuracy
depending on system data

Restrictions

sensorless

standard motor
e.g. LUGA

conventional motor
high nominal slip
e.g. 4/16-pole-type

conventional motor
high nominal slip
e.g. 4/16-pole-type

1.6 m/s 1.2 m/s

± 1 mm

no readjusting

with speed feedback

 64 - pulse ≥ 1024 - pulse

1.8 m/s 1.2 m/s

± 1 mm ± 1 mm

2.5 m/s

± 1 mm

standard motor
e.g. LUGA

standard motor
e.g. LUGA

none

DYNAVERT L 
with DCP interface

(distance nominal value processing)

± 1 mm

.

 
 
 
 

Figure 12: System Applications DYNAVERT L with DCP interface  
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1.2.2 Installation and maintenance 
 
Installation 

Devices of type of protection IP20 may only be installed in self-contained, electrical locations. The place of 
installation must be chosen such that there is clean and dry air for cooling the DYNAVERT L.. The DYNAVERT L and 
braking resistor are designed for indoor installation. Too much dust, high concentration of chemically active 
pollutants, risk of mould formation, or entering of pests endanger the safe operation of the inverter. 

 
Only series 4: 
 
• For thermal reasons do the installation of 

DYNAVERT L, series 4 in vertical position (terminal 
X1 below). 

 
The cooling air temperature may not exceed 45°C. 
 
Due to the integrated braking resistor, there is high 
power loss, therefore the devices are not suitable to be 
mounted in a cabinet. 
 
• Pay attention to sufficient cooling air volume (see 

technical data) and observing the max. ambient 
temperature. 
Power loss see technical data. 

Only series 3: 
 
• For thermal reasons do the installation of 

DYNAVERT L, series 4 in vertical position (terminal 
X1 below). 

 
The cooling air temperature may max. be 50°C. 
Especially in case of customer side cabinet mounting 
pay attention to the observing the DYNAVERT L cooling 
(cooling air volume and temperature). As standard take 
ca. 5% of the rated power for the losses of DYNAVERT L. 
The heat consumption of the braking resistor is not 
regarded. The cooling air consumption can be taken out 
of chapter 4 Technical Data, starting page 116. 

 
 
Type of protection (acc. to DIN 40050) 

The standard type of protection is IP 20. The DYNAVERT L can be mounted freely or installed in a cabinet (only 
series 3) correspondingly provided by the customer. 
 
IP 20 fundamentally characterizes "protection against touching and protection against medium-sized solid foreign 
particles, no protection against water”. 

 
 
Maintenance 

Basically only spare parts, allowed by the manufacturer may be used. 
Basically the static frequency inverters DYNAVERT L are maintenance-free. Only the fans used have a limited service 
life (of approx. 20,000 h; in order to extend the service life of the fans they are only activated, if the permissible heat 
sink or inside temperature of the inverter is exceeded). To ensure full DYNAVERT L availability the fans must be 
exchanged in time. Depending on the amount of dust in the cooling air the air filters must be checked regularly and 
must be cleaned, if necessary. In case of more severe pollution the isolating distances and heat sinks must be 
checked and, if necessary, cleaned from time to time. 
The extra-quick acting equipment fuses are also subject to aging, especially in case of high equipment utilization 
and great permanent load changes. 
If highest availability is required preventive exchange after some years of operating time must be recommended in 
such cases. 
The built-in lithium battery has a service life of approximately 10 years. When replacing this battery please follow our 
instructions. 
For cleaning the DYNAVERT L only halogen-free detergents are permitted. 
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1.2.3 Installation notes; electromagnetic compatibility 
1.2.3.1 General notes 
 
• Regarding the complete equipment on principle pay attention to the safety instructions used at the place of location 

(e.g. EN 81). 
  
• Check the mains voltage and the building-side fuse protection for matching with 

− the technical data and 
− the actual device adjustment. 

  
• Adjust the mains voltage in the software and the inverter internal transformer (only series 3) also see chapter 

− 1.2.8 Setting and operation of DYNAVERT L, page 58 and 
− 4.4 Inside views and layout plans, page 127. 

  
• Determine the dimension of pre-fusing and cable diameters according to the device data; 

− As pre-fuses normal line protection fuses (classification gL or gG according to DIN VDE 0636) are sufficient. 
 
 
The devices may cause leakage current to (>3,5 mA) for this they are provided to be fix installed according to VDE 
0160; the are not compatible with usual current-operated earth-leakage circuit breakers. 
 
• Pay attention to this feature, especially with the option radio interference suppression filter B, because of these filters 

may cause high current leakages. 
  
• Design PE conductor according to DIN VDE 0160. 
 
Mains prerequisites: 
 

grounded supply configuration TN or TT with grounded neutral line 
 
 
The inverters are suitable for 4 line operation, they need no neutral line. 
 
Inverters of series 4 require a 230 V supply for the integrated travel contactor. This supply can externally be 
applied, or can be produced using the neutral line (only 400 V mains). 
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1.2.3.2 Electromagnetic compatibility 
 
Drive power converters are, regarded as individual, devices not ready for operation; their EMC qualities can only the 
assessed in the correlation of a complete installation (power drive system: device + cables + motor + sensors etc.). 
DYNAVERT power converters in the opinion of the EMC-guide lines are components to be used by proficient users and 
in this sense they are not CE-marked as independent device. 
 
Compliance with the Essential Requirements of the directive emission and immunity is guaranteed by be subsequent 
installation instructions. In standard design the device manufacturer can choose the most economical way to follow the 
Essential Requirements of the EMC law corresponding to the environment: industrial or residential application. 
 
• Assess the complete appliance, regarding the propagation ways of the interference to the outside (typical example: 

industrial plants with own transformer). 
 
or: 
 
• Equip the individual drive, motor, converter and wiring with radio interference suppression filter, in order to follow the 

limit values of the appliance (e.g. class B, group 1 acc. to EN 55 011). 
 
Inside the device the manufacturer has to produce the required distance between immunity and emission. 
 
Outside the device limits, i.e. in the adjacent installation the limit values according to EN 50 081 must be followed: 
 

− EN 50 081-2, corresponds to the limit value characteristics A acc. to EN 55011, if the adjacent installation is in 
industrial environment, or 

− EN 50 081-1, corresponds to the limit value characteristics B acc. to EN 55011, if the adjacent installation is 
included into the public network in the residential environment. 

 
 
Emission of drives with DYNAVERT L: 

The high emissions (disturbance voltage or radiation), can not be indicated for the frequency inverter as component, 
but only for a representative design: Inverter + cable + motor + installation..... 
DYNAVERT L in standard design (400 V, mains connected to earth) reaches the requirements according to EN 55 
011 class A, due to the built-in basic interference suppression (general industrial environment, see EN 50 081-2). 
With this the requirements of EN 12015 Produktfamiliennorm für Aufzüge, Fahrtreppen und Fahrsteige, Emission are 
fulfilled. It requires this radio interference suppression class for all of the components in the machine room. 
 
Option: Radio interference suppression filter class B, group 1 according to EN 55011: 
Using this option the radio interference suppression limit values can be reached directly at the device. 

 
 
Immunity: 

The devices are protected against high frequency interferences e.g. by isolated connection to the periphery or by 
closed metal housings with cable entries, so that they follow both the requirements of residential districts and the 
industrial environment (EN 50 082-1 and 50 082-2) in case of appropriate installation. With this the requirements of 
EN 12016 Produktfamiliennorm für Aufzüge, Fahrtreppen und Fahrsteige, regarding immunity are fulfilled. 
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Emission and immunity in the low frequency range: 
DYNAVERT L devices are suitable for mains containing harmonics, public networks as well as industrial networks 
according to 61 000-2-4. 

 
• Referring interference emission (harmonics) pay attention to the instructions of the local energy suppliers e.g. 

VDEW guide lines. 
 

DYNAVERT L devices show harmonics with the typical order 5, 7, 11, 13 etc. in the mains current. These harmonics 
are extremely weakened by the input-choke built-in as a standard. 
As typical value for the 5. harmonics take 
J(5) 35% referring to J(1) devices of series 4, 
J(5) 40% referring to J(1) devices of series 3. 

 
 
Notes for wiring: 

DYNAVERT L devices are provided with a metal housing, where a metallic blank plate with bore holes for cable 
glands is designed as cable entry (e.g. glands of type SHVE, Fa. Lapp; the cable glands are not included in the 
scope of delivery). 

 

ATTENTION 

• Using cable glands of this design, a concentric, large-surface connection of the 
screening with the entry plate is reached. 
− It is not sufficient, to cable the individual wires to one wire and connect it 

(pigtail). 

 
 
• Design signal cables, e.g. to the control or to sensors as screened cables. 

− Exception: Cables, which are only installed inside a control cabinet, with the corresponding measures against 
interferences. 

 
• Connect the screening of signal cables at one side, the inverter side, to earth like mentioned above. 

− Exception: Special connection acc. to special connection diagram, e.g. cable to the pulse tacho generator: 
− For the connection of the tacho generator choose a screened cable and connect the shield to the terminal 

according to the connection diagram. 
 
• Preferably connect the tacho generator direct at the generator instead in the motor terminal box. 
 

ATTENTION 

• In order to avoid interference emission choose motor cable and cable to the 
braking resistor in screened or armored design, or 
− as cable with concentric protective conductor. 
− (Less HF properties, therefore install separately: standard value: 0.25 m) 

• Signals, e.g. from PTC sensors or from the tacho generator may not be connected 
via free wires of the motor cable. 

• In any case connect the shield (differently to the signal cables) on both sides at 
the device, the motor and the braking resistor to earth, that means also use the 
named screwings at the motor.  

 
 
Leakage currents, flowing outside the motor cable, e.g. via foundation earth connections may trouble the effect of the 
cable screening. 
 

DANGER  

 
 
Screenings of cables normally do not fulfill the protective conductor function in order 
to protect against electrical shock, therefore 
 
• in case provide suitable protective conductors. 
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Notes for radio interference suppression filters (only series 3): 
 
Using the optional radio interference suppression filter is only allowed with grounded supply system (system 
configuration TN or TT). 
 
Combined with optional radio interference suppression filter limit values according to EN 55 011 class B, group 1 
(requirements of the basic norm EN 50 081-1 for residential areas) are obtained. 
 
• For economic reasons design the nominal current of the radio interference suppression filter according to the drive 

data (similar to the cable design). 
 
 
Installation of the radio interference suppression filter (only series 3): 
 
• If possible mount the filter next to the control unit, with this make sure the best possible contact between device, filter 

and earth connection and the common mounting plate (zinc coated mounting plate). 
  
• Well contact the shield of the connecting cable both at the device so as at the filter. 

− This HF connection does not replace the correct connection of the protective conductor of filter and device. 
 
 
The mains line filtered like this may no longer be installed not protected e.g. in the control cabinet: 
 
• install either separately from the interference sources, or 
  
• or as screened cable. 
 
 
 
1.2.3.3 Motor Selection 
 
DYNAVERT L inverters are suitable for operation of preferably single-speed asynchronous motors. Regarding the low 

torque availability motors with high-resistance rotors are also suitable). It is possible to operate motors within a very 
wide power range. In order to guarantee best possible accuracy of the inverter-internal measuring devices (incl. 
evaluation) the motor output should approximately be the same as the inverter output. 
 
The motor losses due to the non-sinusoidal current arising with inverter operation, can be neglected. 
 
The suitability of the (chosen) motor should be checked by the motor manufacturer (insulation load, output, 
temperature-rise, speed limit, ...). Do the motor selection in a way, so that in the most inconvenient case (in case of 
maximum inverter output current) maximum 85% of the breakdown torque are requested for the chosen motor. 

 
Voltage stress: 

With inverters with pulse-width modulation motor insulation is additionally stressed by steep rises of voltage. In 
DYNAVERT L units, however, the steepness of the voltage rise is very small 
(series 4: ≈ 1000V/µs; series 3: ≈ 500V/µs). 
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Motor noise: 
The motor noise also has small contents that are caused by inverter feeding (dimension 1 dB in the nominal point 
with grey iron motor housings). In the overall speed range there is an additional noise. Distinctive single tones in the 
spectrum of the motor noise are avoided by a special modulation process. 

 
 
 
1.2.3.4 Braking resistor (only series 3) 
 
• For economic reasons choose the suitable braking resistor depending on the device data: 
  

− The optional braking resistors for typical devices (see chapter 5.1 Type data external braking resistors, page 133) 
are assigned in chapter 5.3 Selection table external braking resistors (400 V; standard types according to 5), 
page 135. 

 
− Using other resistors pay attention to the minimum allowed ohm value according to chapter 5.3 Selection table 

external braking resistors (400 V; standard types according to 5), page 135. 
 
 
 
1.2.3.5 Sensors 
 
Motor PTC thermistor: 

The control unit (function see the following chapter 1.2.6 Communication via terminal strip (control connection)) 
makes possible the evaluation of PTC thermistors according to DIN 44 081/44 082. 

 
 
Speed sensor (e.g. tacho generator, pulse tachometer, incremental sensors....): 

Alternatively operation without actual value feedback is possible, also see 1.2.1 System description / System 
applications, page 37. 
 
Connecting of pulse tachos with HTL-level is possible (see 1.1.1 Connection diagrams, starting page 9), to do this, 
two  tracks displaced 90° against each other are required. The resolution can be adjusted in a wide range (each 64 
... 4096 pulses per rotation). 
 
The tachometer with low resolution (64 pulses) can be used without any comfort losses inside the Application limits, 
page 37. 

 
 
 
1.2.4 Output Control Voltage (only series 4) 
 
The three phases of the mains voltge are are internally protected by 10 A fuses and provided at terminal X10:U3, V3, 
W3. Additionally the neutral line (X10:N) and ground (X10:PE) is led to one terminal. This control voltage can for 
example be used to supply the lift control or mechanical brakes. 
 
 
 
1.2.5 Auxiliary Contacts Travel Contactors (only series 4) 
 
With DYNAVERT L (series 4) the travel contactor (optionally 2 travel contactors) are already integrated. The customer 
has two break contacts and one make contact. These contacts are available at terminal strip X2 (1. travel contactor) and 
X3 (2. travel contactor, optional). Also see 1.1.1 Connection diagrams, starting page 9. 
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1.2.6 Communication via terminal strip (control connection) 
 
The following general physical conditions apply to this operation level: 
 
Binary outputs in principle are potential-free relay contacts (max. 1A, 250V AC). 
 
Binary inputs are PLC-compatible and are completely potential-free due to opto-couplers. Control can be effected either 

by an external signal (-3..+5V = L; 13..32V = H) or by making a contact from + 24V (internal, see 1.1.1 Connection 
diagrams, starting page 9) to the respective terminal. Input resistance: approx. 2 kiloohm. 

 
Analog inputs in principle are completely potential-free due to the use of opto-couplers. There are terminals for voltage 

signals (e.g. 0... ±10V, input resistance approx. 200 kiloohm) and current signals (0... ±20mA, load approx. 100 
ohm). 

 
Safe separation according to VDE 0160/0106 has been realized for all of the in-/outputs of the control signals. The 

integrated logic system produces separate supplies for the control electronics, safely separated from the high 
voltage unit of the power unit, the isolating amplifier and the serial interfaces RS232 and RS485. The PTC thermistor 
connection is safely separated from the further control in-/outputs and from the control electronics. The same way 
the used relays for the digital outputs fulfill the requirements of the safe separation. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Safe separation  

 
Inverter internal the safe separation of the PTC thermistor and the digital outputs is not performed. Either at the PTC 
thermistor connector or at the digital outputs no PELV current circuits may be connected without this causing a 
reduction of the safe separation of the other control connections. 
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Figure 14: Terminal strip communication 

 
 
Description of the individual signals according to Figure 14: Terminal designations of the individual signals see 
1.1.1 Connection diagrams, starting page 9. 
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General remarks: 
 
Common fault 

One relay is designed as a changeover contact; this relay can either operate on the open-circuit principle or on the 
closed-circuit principle (parameterizable via slide switch on the board info-electronics, page 130). The terminals 
must be connected into the safety circuit of the external controller. 

 
Ready signal (alarm) 

One relay is available as a make-contact. This signals the higher-level controller (the relay is picked up), whether the 
inverter is ready to receive new travel commands (see Figure 14:, Figure 16: Normal travel chart with controller 
contacting, Figure 17:, Figure 18: ). This relay also serves for alarm purposes (see 1.2.7.2 Operation by means of 
internal/external control panel, page 55). 
 
As long as the status alarm exists the inverter is in not ready status. The ready relay releases. The control has to 
evaluate this and has to travel to the next floor if the lift is in operation at the moment. 
 
NOTE: At the end of a travel (relay releases), the ready relay drops for approx. 1 second and then picks up again, if 
there is no fault/alarm. 

 
Leveling speed 

Here a relay is designed as a make-contact. This relay informs the controller (the relay is picked up), if the lift travels 
at a speed less than or equal to the parameterized leveling speed (e.g. for evaluating leveling with open door). See 
P-MONITORING, parameter v-levelling, page 70. 

 
Mechanical brake, travel contactor 

The information when to actuate the mech. brake or the travel contactor is signaled to the lift controller by means of 
a relay, which operates as a make-contact. The relay for the mechanical brake released exactly with distance=0. The 
mechanical brake is a pure stopping brake. The AC side switching off the brake magnet may under circumstances 
result in intolerable long releasing times (> 0.4 s). In this cases do the switching off via a suitable contactor on the 
DC side (see 1.2.9 Project planning / installation regulations, page 85). 
 
The travel contactors should only, when the mechanical brake has actually engaged. For this purpose an internal 
time is set in the machine, serving that the relay travel contactor remains still about 0.5 seconds attracted as soon as 
the mechanical brake has been engaged. Direct before the relay for the travel contactors release the motor current 
in the DYNAVERT L is electronically switched off, so that the operating contacts of the travel contactors switch dead. 
With this their life time gets increased. 
 
NOTE: 
At travel start the relays mech. brake/travel contactor are only actuated if controller enable and a travel command are 
present. A travel command given without controller enable leads to a fault signal. 
 
With devices of series 4 the relay for the travel contactors is already connected. 
The travel contactor has to be integrated into the emergency circuit of the lift system. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 15: Travel contactors  
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Controller enable SF: 
This signal switches the inverter electronically off/on; in an accident-prevention sense however, it does not represent 
safe shut-down or de-energization (Figure 14:, Figure 16: Normal travel chart with controller contacting, Figure 18: ). 
 
NOTE FOR THE LIFT CONTROL: 
The controller enable signal at the end of travel may at the earliest be taken away when the travel contactor has 
released 

 
Correction point stop switch SA: 

This contact can be used for two different functions: 
a) it is used to give the inverter a correction point shortly before the end of the travel (position information). With this 

possibly plant caused distance failures are corrected. 
NOTE: 
The signal SA must be activated greater 10 ms before switching off the according travel signal (e.g. S3), that is to 
say +24V at X1:30. 
 
If the controller operates in such a way that SA arrives at the same time as or later than the corresponding speed 
command, the speed command will be executed. If, however, SA arrives 10ms (and more) prior to the actual 
speed commands, only the readjusting function will be executed. 

b) Depending of the parameter P-SYSTEM DATA: SA it can be used: 
1. For fine adjusting, alternatively to input X1:35. In this case no additional speed signal may arrive. 
2. For readjusting travels. In this case also no additional speed signal may arrive. The system does v Posi  until 

the signal is taken away. 
 
Speed v 1, speed v 2 

v 1, v 2 are the intermediate speeds. These speeds must be used for floor travels, if the braking distances for normal 
travels are greater than the floor distances. In such cases additional brake tags must either be set within the floor, or 
the travel command V1 or V2 is shortly (200 ms) given. The floor distance must then be parameterized as the braking 
distance for V1 or V2. Time-optimized travel behavior through the internal travel curve computer is ensured, if the 
brake tags lie within the floor. This means that additional brake tags are not necessary (see chapter 1.2.9 Project 
planning / installation regulations, short-stop travel page 87). 

 
Nominal speed v 3 

This command causes the inverter to operate the lift with its nominal speed (see Figure 16: Normal travel chart with 
controller contacting). 
NOTE: If several speeds v 1 ... v 3 are given simultaneously, the S-contact with the lowest value is internally 
accepted and travel is performed only with this corresponding speed. 

 
Readjusting speed v N 

The possibility of readjustment is used in order to correct the influence of cable elongation (with respect to the flush 
positioning of the car). For readjustment contact SN must be closed. To avoid oscillations during readjustment the 
relay for the mech. brake releases without delay upon opening of the SN contact. Shortly afterwards the relay travel 
contactor also releases (see Figure 18). 
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Revision speed v R 
Serves for performing revision travel. The relay mech. brake releases without delay, as soon as the signal SR is no 
longer given. The relay travel contactor releases shortly afterwards (see Figure 16). 
In case of the revision input being used in combination with the inputs for travel speed S1, S2, S3 three other revision 
speeds according to v1, v2, v3 can be traveled. 
The additionally used signal SA effects, that the drive travels controlled to the parameterized levelling speed v Posi 
after taking away the revision speed (SR, or SR in combination with S1, S2, S3). The brake engages just when 
switching off SA (see Figure 17). 

 
Direction down 

This contact from the higher-level controller informs the inverter about the desired direction of travel (standard 
parameterization). In connection with the impulse generator the direction of rotation can be monitored in the inverter. 
If the presetting of the direction of rotation from the controller (given by contact SU) does not correspond with the 
direction of rotation determined from the information from the rotation sensor, this leads to fault message Diff set/act 
(see page 109). 

 
Deceleration check 

Monitors the speed as from a certain moment (activated by the corresponding shaft information), e.g. before the end 
stops. Close contact SD to activate the monitoring, with this the parameterized deceleration speed is checked. With 
an intolerable high speed the fault message Decel. monitoring appears (see page 109). 

 
Direction up 

Optional input for direction information up, parameterizable in menu P-SYSTEM DATA (see page 96). 
 
Battery operation 

This input signalizes the inverter, that the voltage supply is not done via the normal three-phase supply, but via a DC 
supply, normally a battery. With this an evacuation travel up to the next floor is possible. Also see 1.2.10 Evacuation 
with battery operation, page 88. 

 
Fault reset 

Cancels storage of a fault; the DYNAVERT L goes to ready condition again, if the fault is no longer present. 
 
Acknowledge message travel contactor 

Using DYNAVERT L even operation with only one travel contactor is allowed according to TRA 262.23(2) or DIN EN 
81, Teil 1 Ziffer 12.7.3b (see 1.2.11 TÜV certificate for 1-contactor-operation, page 91). 
 
To be allowed to perform operation with only one travel contactor besides other ones the acknowledge message of 
the travel contactor is necessary (opener auxiliary contact). 

 
NOTE: Apply + 24 V to this input to deactivate it (bridge X1:28 to X1:38). 

With the devices L20 to L75 (series 4) this input is already connected to the integrated travel 
contactor(s). 

 
Digital load measuring 

Informs the inverter about four different load conditions (see 1.2.8.4 Parameter menu Parameter, item 54 to 60, 
starting page 73). The digital load measuring should only be used when operating without actual value feedback to 
preset the stationary torque with good approximation. 
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Pulse tacho connection (optionally use, see page 37) 
For automatic speed control and torque determination especially with low speeds actual value feedback (with a 
pulse generator) is provided. The connection of the pulse generator is shown in the connection diagram. The pulse 
generators have two tracks, which are staggered by 90°, so that the direction of rotation can be detected. Pulse 
generators from 64...4096 pulses/rotation can be used. Incorrect connection, broken cables, etc. will lead to a fault 
message (see page 109). Supplying the pulse generator by the DYNAVERT L is possible with 15 V, max. 150 mA. 

 
Motor PTC thermistor (PTC temperature sensor) 

An alarm signal is given in case of motor PTC thermistor response (see 1.2.7.2 Operation by means of 
internal/external control panel, page 55). If the PTC responds during travel, the alarm is maintained as a standard for 
approx. 10 seconds. If travel is not stopped within these 10 seconds, an additional fault message is given (see page 
108). The time for the alarm can be increased up to max. 99 seconds (see menu P-MONITORING: Delay PTC, page 
96). 

 
Analog inputs for load measuring 

There are inputs possible for 0 ... ± 10V and 0...± 20mA. 
(Adjusting method see page 73 ff.). 

 
 
Normal travel chart with controller contacting: 
 

SA Correction point stop switch
SO Direction up
SU Direction down
SF Controller enable command
S3 Nominal speed command v3
MB Contact output relay mechanical brake
TC Contact output relay travel contactor
tengMB Time until mechanical brake opens
trelMB Time until mechanical brake closes

 
 

Figure 16: Normal travel chart with controller contacting 
Example travelling with v3 (with evacuation see 1.2.10 Evacuation with battery operation, page 88) 
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SO/SU
SF

(S1/S2/S3+)SR
MB

TC

SO Direction up
SU Direction down
SF Controller enable command
S1 Intermediate speed command v1
S2 Intermediate speed command v2
S Nominal speed command v3
SR Revision speed
MB Contact output relay mechanical brake
TC Contact output relay travel contactor
tengMB Time until mechanical brake opens

3

 
 

Figure 17: Revision travel chart with controller contacting (with evacuation see1.2.10 Evacuation with battery operation, 
page 88, speed is limited to the maximum evacuation speed) 

 
 
NOTE: 
If additionally to signal SR the signal S1, S2 or S3 is given the revision travel is done with the according speed v1, v2, or 
v3. 
 
 

v Posi

SA

SO/SU
SF

(S1/S2/S3+)SR
MB

TC

vPosi Positioning speed
SA Correction point stop switch
SO Direction up
SU Direction down
SF Controller enable command
S1 Intermediate speed command v1
S2 Intermediate speed command v2
S3 Nominal speed command v3
SR Revision speed
MB Contact output relay mechanical brake
TC Contact output relay travel contactor
tengMB Time until mechanical brake opens

 
 

Figure 18: Revision travel chart with controller contacting with automatic deceleration (with evacuation see 1.2.10 
Evacuation with battery operation, page 88, speed is limited to the maximum evacuation speed)  
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SU Direction down
SF Controller enable command
SN Readjustment command
MB Contact output relay mechanical brake
TC Contact output relay travel contactor
tengMB Time until mechanical brake opens

 
 

Figure 19: Re-adjustment with controller contacting  
 
 

 
 

Figure 20: Adjustment travel with contact of the control  
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Figure 21: Terminal connection commands, signal outputs  
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1.2.7 Communication via control panel 
1.2.7.1 Internal/external control panel 
 

 
 

Figure 22: Internal/external control panel  

 
 
The internal control panel can be reached through a recess in the front cover. The control panel consists of: 
 

− LCD-display (standard 2-line, option 4-line), 
− Light-emitting diodes, 
− Keys 

 
and allows complete menu-guided DYNAVERT L operation. 
 
The contrast of the LCD display can be adjusted via the poti R51 at the board info electronics A1, see chapter 4.5 Layout 
for the board, page 130. 
 
 
The external control panel is connected via the RS485 terminal strip X51, 
see 1.1.1 Connection diagrams, starting page 9. 
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1.2.7.2 Operation by means of internal/external control panel 
 
The LCD-display serves to display 
 

− "Status" - messages (= preset display in normal operation) 
− the fault cause in case of a fault, and detailed fault report (event memory) 
− actual values (when leafing through actual values) 
− parameters (when leafing through the parameter menu) 

 
All displays are in clear text in the parameterized national language. Values are displayed with the correct 
physical units. 

 
Independently of the equipment setting the light-emitting diodes indicate the basic operating conditions: 
 

− Ready 
− Alarm 
− Fault 

 
Ready 
In ready condition (no fault, no check up) the relay ready is picked up, the indication READY on the internal control panel 
is on. 
 
Alarm 

In case of an alarm, 
− indication READY goes out, 
− relay ready releases, 
− indication ALARM, 
− an alarm message in clear text appears on the LCD-display. 

 
As long as the status alarm exists the inverter is in not ready status. The ready relay releases. The control has to evaluate 
this and has to travel to the next floor if the lift is in operation at the moment. 
 
Fault message (-condition) 

In case of a fault, 
− indication READY goes out, 
− relay ready releases, 
− indication FAULT is on, 
− relay common fault is actuated, 
− a fault message in clear text appears on the LCD-display, 
− important operation data (so as speed, rated value, actual value..) are stored in the event. 
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The keypad can be used for complete operation and monitoring of the DYNAVERT L (actual value interrogation, 
equipment setting). 
 

 : UP 
 

 : DOWN 
 

These keys are used for leafing through the respective menus, and for changing the respective parameter 
settings. The speed the value is varying will constantly rise if the key is kept pressed. 

 
 : Actual values or information menu 

 
All the essential inverter-internal / lift-specific actual values can be called up here; leaf through the menus/menu 
contents with the  /  keys. 
(for menu structure refer to 1.2.8.3 Parameter menu Actual values (information menu), page 60). 
 
To exit menus/menu contents press the  key. 

 
 

 : Parameters (additionally see Example page 16). 
This calls up the menus/menu contents for setting of the DYNAVERT L; leafing through is also possible with the 

 /  keys. (Changes can only be performed, if parameterization switch S1.1 on the board info electronics -A1 
is set to ON. Also see chapter 4.5 Layout for the board, page 130). Changes are carried out by the following 
command sequence: 

 
 Unlocking of parameter (black bar appears) 

 
 

 /  Setting 
 
 

 Accepting this "new" value (black bar disappears) 
 

As a rule the "new" parameter becomes active only after final "locking" with  with some parameters, however, 
(e.g. controller parameters) the "new" setting is already taken over during setting. 
The desired value is automatically checked for its acceptability and plausibility. 
 
To exit menu/menu contents press the  key. 
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 : Enter 
As described this key serves for unlocking and locking (accepting) parameters. It can also be used for selecting 
a certain sub-menu (while leafing through with  /  ). 

 
 

 : Status 
Can be used for returning to "normal state": 
Display of the preselected actual value signals on the LCD display. The DYNAVERT L also switches automatically 
back to this "normal state" if no key is pressed for a longer period of time. 

 
 

 +  : RESET 
Simultaneous pressing of these two keys performs fault resetting (exactly as with corresponding activation of the 
fault reset function on the terminal strip). 

 
 
 
Notes to the external control panel: 
 
As a standard the external control panel is connected to the RS 485 interface. The allocation of the external control 
panel to the logical interface internal or RS 485 depends on the fact, whether an internal control panel is available: 
 

No internal control panel available: The external control panel is allocated to the logical interface internal. 
Internal control panel available: The external control panel is allocated to the logical interface RS485. 

 
The external control panel is designed as a norm build-in instrument, having the dimensions 
W x H x D = 144 x 96 x 61 mm. 
Required cutout dimension according to DIN 43700: 138+1 x 92+0.8. 
 
It is suitable for being built-in in a control cabinet door, type of protection IP 54, or even in far away control rooms. In this 
case the external control panel can be supplied for short distances (inside a control cabinet) by the inverter or by an 
external power supply. With longer distances the external control panel must be supplied by a separated power supply. 
As supply +10V... +32 V DC with  100 mA are required. Using suitably shielded data cables it is simply possibly to 
realize distances up to 1000 m. As data cable a shielded line with minimum diameter of 0.34 mm2 is recommended. The 
line should be stranded two by two (e.g. LiYCY 2x2x0.34). 
 
The same LCD-displays and the same carrier plate with LEDs and key pad are used as for the internal control panel. 
 
The data transfer between inverter and external control panel is done serial via a RS485 interface. At the inverter there is 
an interface at terminal X51:1 to X51:5 (see 1.1.1 Connection diagrams, starting page 9). 
 
At the terminals there are signal connectors so as supply connectors (for short distances) available. At the external 
control panel the interface RS485 is available at the terminals X2:1 to X2:5 and the connection of a separate power unit 
is available at the terminals X3:1/2 of the external control panel. For two by two stranded lines, the pairs of lines at the 
terminals 2/3 or 4/5 are to be used. 
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1.2.8 Setting and operation of DYNAVERT L 
1.2.8.1 Factory settings 
 
DYNAVERT L - inverters are delivered in standard factory setting or optionally according to suitable stipulations in 
individual setting. 
 
A distinction is made between hardware settings (e.g. on switch S1 on the infoelectronics board, above the internal 
control panel, with 4 DIL slide switches) and software settings (e.g. by means of menu-guided parameterization on the 
control panel). 
 
 
 
1.2.8.1.1 Hardware 
 
Supply voltages of the DYNAVERT L internal transformer T4 for the fans (only series 3) 
 
Connect according to the mains rated voltage (also see chapter 4.4 Inside views and layout plans, page 127). 
 
 
Selection of parameterization source 
(switches S 1.3 and S 1.4 on the board) 
 

Parameterization source is: Switch 
S 1.3 

Switch 
S 1.4 

 

Internal (hand control panel) OFF OFF  

RS232 (standard interface) OFF ON  

optional interface ON OFF not realized at present 

RS 485, 
additional external control panel 

ON ON  

 
 
Selection of parameterizability 
 

parameterizable: Switch S 1.1 

Yes ON 

No OFF 

 
 
Operating mode of common fault relay 
 

Signaling relay works 
acc. to the: 

Switch 
S 1.2 

Closed-circuit principle OFF 

Open-circuit principle ON 
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1.2.8.1.2 Software 
 
Communication via the hand control panel is used as an example to explain menu structure and equipment setting. 
 
Rough structure of the control menu: 
 
 
 

 

Status: 
Indication of the operation status in the display 

 

DRIVE DATA 

Actual values 
or 

MIN. BRAK. DISTANCES 

information 
menu 

MEMORY 

 INVERTER DATA 

 
TRAVEL CURVE DATA 

Parameters MONITORING 

 SYSTEM DATA 

 LOAD MEASURING 

 TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR 

 MOTOR DATA 

 INVERTER DATA 

 SERVICE MODULE 

 INTERFACE 

 CONTROL PARAMETERS 

 CKECK-UP 

 OPERATION 

 
 
 
1.2.8.2 Parameter menu Status 
 

Status menu  

 Status line 1 

 Status line 2 

 Status line 3 (optional) 

 Status line 4 (optional) 
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General 
remark: 

This menu appears automatically after a certain period of time without any operator action. 

 
 
Explanations: In the status menus the status lines can be assigned different actual values with the  and  /  

keys (see 2.2 Software, page 94). 
 
 
 
1.2.8.3 Parameter menu Actual values (information menu) 
 

I    

I-DRIVE DATA  Access with   

  v-travel 1) 

  Accel. 2) 

  Brak.d.(S) 3) 

  Actual-DCP 45) 

  Setpt.-DCP 46) 

  Speed (A) 4) 

 H Load  

  n-motor  

  I-motor  

  V-motor  

  f-motor  

  Rotation  

  Op.hrs 11) 

 H Activat/h  

 H Travels/h  

  Travels 14) 

 H DC-volts  

  Heatsink 15) 

  T-inside  

  Date  

  Time  

  Inverter status 20) 

 H Trans 16) 

 H Rec. 16) 

 H User act.1  

 H User act.2  
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I-MIN.BRAKING DISTANCES  Access with   

  Brak.dist.1 23) 

  Brak.dist.2 24) 

  Brak.dist.3 25) 

 H Brak.dist.4 26) 

 H Brak.dist.5 27) 

 H Brak.dist.6 28) 

 H Brak.dist.7 29) 

 H Brak.dist.8 30) 

MEMORY  Access with  31) 

  Event 1 Date Time  

  Access with   

  Travel com. 32) 

  Setvalue 33) 

  Actual value 34) 

  Status 35) 

  I-motor  

  f-motor  

  DC-volts  

  Travel counter  

  Working 36) 

  Acceleration  

  T-inside  

  Heatsink1 37) 

  Activat/h  

  up to event 30 Date Time  

I-INVERTER DATA  Access with   

  Para-source 40) 

  Comm. fault (principle) 41) 

  Type 42) 

  Inv.no. 43) 

  Software version 44) 

to menu 
I-DRIVE DATA 
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COMMENT: 
 
As a standard the actual values marked with H are not visible. However, these actual values, which are not needed as a 
rule, can be made visible, if parameter Hidden values = Yes is set in menu Parameter, sub-menu P-OPERATION. 
These menus are programmed as loops. Each menu item can be reached paging through the menu in either direction 
(up/down)! 
 
 
Explanations: 
 
1) " v-travel": 

actual speed. 
 
2) " Accel.": 

actual acceleration. 
 
3) " Brak.d.(S)": 

At the end of a travel the passed way of the lift car between braking tag and flush position is shown. Brak.d.(S) is 
the sum of the measured distance between braking tag and stop switch plus the parameter Stop. dist. (distance 
between stop switch and flush position). To obtain an actual value the stop switch must be used during long-
distance travel. The set braking distances can thus be checked and are a valuable aid for commissioning (see 
chapter 1.1.9.3 Checking the braking distances, page 36). 

 
4) " Speed (A)": 

DYNAVERT L measures the speed of the car, when the signal SA is switched off. 
To guarantee the fact that the distance correction remains not noticed in the car in case of chosen travel curve 
with positioning travel (see chapter 1.1.3 Setting the travel curve, page 18), the actual traveled levelling speed 
(display: v-travel:=x.xx m/s) must agree to the measured speed. This way the distance correction takes place 
correctly during the constant levelling travel. 

 
11) " Op.hrs " 

Counter for working hours 
 
14) "Travels" 

Counter for travels 
 
15) " Heatsink" 

Heatsink temperature 
 
16, 17) "Trans", "Rec. " 

Sending or receiving data from the DCP-interface 
 
20) " Inverter status " 

Describes the current operating status; e.g. "acceleration", "deceleration", "constant travel", etc. .... 
 
23 to 30) " Brak.dist.1" to "Brak.dist.8" 

These values represent the respective physically necessary (minimum) braking distance for speeds v1... v8. This 
value is calculated from the travel curve parameters jerk, acceleration, deceleration, speed considering run-time 
failures during the distance control. This should be an aid for the user during commissioning (see chapter 1.1.4 
Software support, page 19). 

 
31) Individual fault messages are stored in the (EVENT)MEMORY. Here, among others, first of all with sporadic 

appearing faults the Load 30 events with date and time, and other operating status can be called up for 
diagnostic purposes, i.e. apart from the respective event the most important drive conditions at the moment of 
the event are also stored (see following points).. 
 
NOTE: 
With events, which do not result in a shut-down the values are entered into the event memory max. 100 ms after 
the event time. 
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32) "Travel command status" 

Here the travel commands activated at the terminal strip shortly before the moment of fault are stored in encoded 
form (Breakdown see chapter 3.6 Breakdown of the event memory, page 112 ff.). 

33, 34) " Setvalue "; " actual value " 
Here the setvalue or actual value (inclusive of travelling direction "up"(  ) or "down" ("  ") at the moment of the 
fault is displayed. 

 
35) "Status" 

Represents the DYNAVERT L operating status at the moment of fault in encoded form (Breakdown see chapter 
3.6 Breakdown of the event memory, page 112 ff.). 

 
36) "Working" 

Represents the DYNAVERT L operating status at the moment of fault in encoded form (Breakdown see chapter 
3.6 Breakdown of the event memory, page 112 ff.). 
 
NOTE: 
One single fault reason can result in several faults; these are written at the same time into the event memory. 

 
37) “Heatsink1” 

Actual temperature of heatsink in [°C]. 
 
39, 40) "Para protection", "para-source" 

indicates whether and from which source parameter change is enabled. 
Switch position on the board info electronics, page 130; at present: 

internal hand control panel 

RS 232 RS 232 interface, IMS protocol 

RS 485 additional external control panel 

 
 
41) "Common fault (principle)" 

Closed-circuit or open-circuit principle for fault signaling relay (=switch position S1.2 on infoelectronics board, 
see page 130.). 

 
42) "Type" 

Depending on the connected power unit the inverter electronics will automatically identify the inverter type 
(nominal current, etc.). 

 
43) "Inv.no." 
 
44) "Software version": 

Update or modification state of the internal inverter software. 
 
45) "Actual-DCP"”: 

Displaying the actual distance value coming from the DCP-interface, 
referring to the starting point of the actual travel. 

 
Prerequisites: − Parameter P-INTERFACE:RS485Prot: = DCP and 
 − Parameter P-INTERFACE:TravSource = RS485 or 

P-INTERFACE:TravSource = Testmode 
 
46) "Setpt.-DCP": 

Displaying the distance setpoint coming from the DCP-interface, 
referring to the starting point of the actual travel. 
 
Prerequisites − Parameter P-INTERFACE:RS485Prot: = DCP 
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1.2.8.4 Parameter menu Parameter 
 
DYNAVERT L inverters are delivered with a certain basic setting ("standard factory setting" or "individual setting"). This 
basic setting can easily be restored, even if the user as a trial made his own settings; see parameter 90 Factory param, 
page 83. 
 
The parameterizing of the factory setting is done according to the standard values in chapter 2 Adjusting the DYNAVERT 
L, starting page 93. 
 
During operation only those parameters can be changed, for which changing is possible and makes sense physically 
(e.g. I-n-controller); other parameters (e.g. speed v 3 ) can only be changed during standstill. If travel curve influencing 
parameters, e.g. v 3, Accel., are changed a plausibility check (CHECK-UP) must be performed before travel is started. 
Here a corresponding information is given on the display. 
 
All the parameters marked with ---------- H ---------- parameter name in the following menu tree are hidden parameters. As 
a standard these parameters are invisible and are normally not needed for commissioning (chapter 1.1 Commissioning - 
General Hints, starting page 9). They can be made visible for further optimization by parameterizing parameter hidden 
values to yes. 
 
 

P    

P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA  Access with   

  Accel. 1) 

  Decel. 2) 

 H Jerk 1 3) 

 H Jerk 2 4) 

 H Jerk 3 5) 

 H Jerk 4 6) 

 H v N 7) 

 H v R 8) 

 H v K 9) 

  v Posi 10) 

  v 1 11) 

  v 2 12) 

  v 3 13) 

 H v 4 14) 

 H v 5 15) 

 H v 6 16) 

 H v 7 17) 

 H v 8 18) 

 H Ogival travel  19) 

  Stop. dist. 20) 

  Brak.dist.1 21) 

  Brak.dist.2 22) 
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  Brak.dist.3 23) 

 H Brak.dist.4 24) 

 H Brak.dist.5 24) 

 H Brak.dist.6 24) 

 H Brak.dist.7 24) 

 H Brak.dist.8 24) 

  Position. 25) 

 H Flushness 26) 

P-MONITORING  Access with   

  v-levell. 30) 

  v max 31) 

 H v N max 32) 

 H v R max 33) 

 H Store v max exc 34) 

 H v decel. 35) 

 H Store v decel. 36) 

 H Setp/actv. Dev 37) 

  Store setp/actv 38) 

 H Store inv.overt 39) 

 H Store mot.overt 40) 

 H Delay PTC 41) 

 H Store not ready 42) 

P-SYSTEM DATA  Access with   

  v/n 43) 

  Tachotype 44) 

  Pulses/360 45) 

  t-Del.STPSW 46) 

  t-Del.BT 47) 

  t-Del.Dist. 106) 

  Engag t br. 48) 

  t_rel mec.br 49) 

 H Dir-Sign: 50) 

 H motor cw 108) 

 H Brake 52) 

 H C.d.f. brake 53) 

 H SA 92) 
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P-LOAD MEASURING 
(Hidden) 

H Access with   

 H Load measur. 54) 

 H Loadpoint 1 up 55) 

 H Loadpoint 2 up 56) 

 H Loadpt. 1 down 57) 

 H Loadpt. 2 down 58) 

 H Act.v.lpt.1 59) 

 H Act.v.lpt.2 60) 

P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR  Access with   

  Start.torq. 61) 

  Add.torque 62) 

  I-n-ctrl. 63) 

 H P-n-ctrl. 64) 

 H V-ctrl. 65) 

 H Delta jerk 66) 

 H Attenuate 67) 

 H Gear losses 68) 

P-MOTOR DATA  Access with  69) 

  n-motor 70) 

  I-motor 71) 

  f-motor 72) 

  V-Motor 73) 

  cos phi 74) 

 H Motor no. 75) 

  Slipcomp 76) 

  Auto R1 77) 

  R1 78) 

 H I idle 79) 

 H Eta 80) 

 H Stabil. 81) 
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P-INVERTER DATA  Access with   

  V mains nom. 82) 

 H V-Battery 99) 

 H P_inp.max. 83) 

 H I-Therm 84) 

 H Clk.freq 100) 

 H Fan on temperature 107) 

P-SERVICE MODULE 
(Hidden) 

 Access with  85) 

 H Channel 1  

 H C1 Amplifi.  

 H Channel 2  

 H C2 Amplifi.  

 H Channel 3  

 H C3 Amplifi.  

 H Channel 4  

 H C4 Amplifi.  

INTERFACE  Access with   

  RS485Prot: 101) 

  Para-source 102) 

  TravSource 103) 

  Baudrate RS485 104) 

  RS485TOut 105) 

  Baudrate RS232 91) 

 H Dig. In 51) 

CONTROL PARAMETER 
(Hidden) 86) 

 Access with   

 H I a-max  

 H I motImax  

 H P motImax  

 H I genImax  

 H P genImax  

 H I Vmot  

 H I DCmax  

 H P DCmax  

 H I Iw.ctrl  

 H P Iw.ctrl  

 H Sm-IW2-NT  
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P-CHECK UP  Access with   

  Check-Up (>=25 s) 87) 

P-OPERATION  Access with   

  Password 88) 

  Parameterset 89) 

  Factory param 90) 

  Hidden values 93) 

 H NORM->TESTMODE 94) 

  Date 95) 

  Time 96) 

  Language 97) 

 H Select passw. 98) 

to menu 
P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA 
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Explanations: 
 
1, 2) " Accel.", " Decel." 

The parameters "acceleration"/"deceleration" are used for setting acceleration and deceleration of the lift 
according to the stipulated system data (see Figure 14:). 

 
3, 4, 5, 6) " Jerk 1", " Jerk 2", " Jerk 3", " Jerk 4" 

In accordance with the travel chart the values for jerk 1 ... jerk 4 (= changing of acceleration) are used to 
determine the narrowness of the roundings in the setvalue curve (see Figure 16: Normal travel chart with 
controller contacting). 
 
NOTE: 
In systems with high static friction Jerk 1 should be adjusted to a small value in order to slowly decrease the 
friction. 

 
 
7) "v N" 

Represents the readjusting speed. Operating with an 64 pulse tacho this should not be adjusted too small (≥ 0,01 
m/s). 

 
8) "v R" 

Is used for setting the desired revision speed. 
 
 

Variations of the revision travel: also see chapter 1.2.6 Communication via terminal strip (control connection), 
starting page 45. 
 
a) only command SR: travelling with parameterized speed v R 
b) SR combined with S1, S2, S3: travelling with according speed; e.g. SR + S1: Travelling with v1 
 Marginal conditions: 

The speed command, e.g. S1 must 
− arrive at the same time as SR, and 
− must be at pre-set least 10 ms (lateron the signal can be reset). 

 Stopping the revision travel: 

The revision travel is stopped for each switching off SR (mechanic stop). 
c) automatic deceleration to the parameterized levelling-speed v Posi (e.g. in the end stop positions). 

− When the lift control switched off the signal SR at least 10 ms after setting signal SA the speed is 
automatically decreased to v Posi. 

 Stopping the revision travel: 
Switch off SA. 

 
 
9) "v K" 

Speed v K is used to terminate the distance control. This guarantees that the Load millimeters of travel are not 
run in an unnecessarily long time. The speed v K is very small. 

 
10) "v Posi" (also see Figure 10). 

Only in connection with parameter Position. (= positioning distance) a positioning speed v Posi can be performed. 
At the end of lift travel this makes direct levelling to a travel with positioning speed. 
 
Important: Only if parameter Position. is set to 0.0 cm the internal travel curve computer will generate direct levelling 
travel. Additionally the positioning speed is used combined with the SA-command (adjusting travel) and the S2 
command in case of evacuation travel (see 1.2.10 Evacuation with battery operation, page 88). 

 
11, 12) "v 1", "v 2" 

v 1, v 2 are the parameters for intermediate speeds. Intermediate speeds are used, if the braking distance for 
nominal speed is greater than the floor distance. Function with evacuation travel see 1.2.10 Evacuation with 
battery operation, page 88). 
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13) "v 3" 
Parameter v 3 is the nominal speed of the lift. Function with evacuation travel see 1.2.10 Evacuation with battery 
operation, page 88). 

 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18) "v 4", "v 5", "v 6", "v 7", "v 8" 

These speeds can only be used combined with the DCP interface. 
 
19) "Ogival travel" 

If it is known that there is no ogival travel in the lift system, this parameter can be set to "no". This makes the 
physical minimum braking distances smaller than with parameterization "ogival travel = yes". The reason is that 
the determination of the minimum braking distance  is based on the most unfavorable characteristic of ogival 
travel, so that all the parameterized values (jerk1 to jerk4, accel., deceleration, rated speed) can be observed 
under all circumstances. 
If the inverter software realizes when travelling that the rest distance is not enough observing the set jerks, or can 
not be reached any longer, the software switched over to the self-adapting travel curve (FUZZY-distance control). 
The lift, however, stops millimeter precisely. 

 
20) " Stop. dist." (also see Figure 10). 

The stopping distance is the distance between stop switch and flush position on the floor. 
 
21, 22, 23) " Brak.dist1", " Brak.dist2", " Brak.dist3" 

Brak.dist1, Brak.dist2, Brak.dist3 represent the braking distance in the shaft between the corresponding brake 
tags and flush position on the floor. 

 
24) " Brak.dist4" - " Brak.dist8". 

At present these braking distances cannot yet be used. 
 
25) "Position." (also see page 36). 

The parameter Position. (= positioning distance) sets the distance which is to be traveled with speed v Posi 
shortly before the end of travel (creep travel). 

 
26) "Flushness" 

In systems with great static friction the car can reach standstill short before flush position (ca. 1-2 mm). Normally 
the inverter tries to travel the car exactly to flush position, and increases the torque until the car moves again. 
Due to the suddenly decreasing static friction this results in an unpleasant leveling jerk. This effect can be 
avoided by the parameter Flushness, setting a determined flushness range. The inverter terminates the travel if 
the distance to the flush position is in between the parameterized value. 

 
30) " v-levell." 

For monitoring the speed in the door area (so that, e.g., the doors open before reaching the stop) the parameter 
v-levell. is used as a monitoring limit. The relay levelling speed picks up, if the speed reaches or falls below 
levelling speed. The relay levelling speed is released, if the parameterized limit is exceeded about 2 cm/s. 
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31, 33) "v max", "v R max" 
Represent the permissible speed limits for normal and revision operation. They serve for monitoring overspeed 
with the corresponding travel commands (SR, S1, ... S8) during travel. If the parameterized limit is exceeded in 
the corresponding travel, this leads to a fault message. 

 
32) "v N max" 

Represents the permissible speed limit for readjusting operation. If v N max is exceeded during readjustment, 
relay levelling speed releases. No fault message will be given. 

 
34, 36, 38) "Store v max exc", "Store v decel.", "Store setp/actv.“ 

If necessary, the fault messages "Overspeed", "Deceleration monitoring", "Setp./actv. deviation" can be stored 
individually. For this the respective parameter store v max exc, store v decel., store setp/actv. must be 
parameterized to yes. 

 
35) " v decel." 

Contact SD deceleration check serves for checking deceleration activation before the end stops. When this 
contact is closed, a comparison is made between the present actual speed and parameter v-decel. A fault 
message is given, if the actual speed is found to be higher then speed v-decel.. 

 
37) "Setp/actv.dev." 

This parameter checks the permissible deviation of the actual value from the setpoint value. The parameter is a 
percentage of v max. A fault message will be given, if the actual value exceeds the setpoint value by the value of 
setp/actv.dev. 

 
39, 40) "Store inv.overt", " Store mot.overt " 

With the parameters store inv.overt (store inverter overtemperature) and store mot.overt (store motor 
overtemperature) the type of fault overtemperature of inverter or motor can be stored. The storage function is 
activated with "yes". If the inverter temperature (heatsink) or inverter inside temperature exceeds the alarm limit 
this results in an alarm. There is no fault message shown. If the inverter temperature or inverter inside 
temperature exceeds the switch off limit, this results in the fault message inverter overtemperature. 

 
Alarm an d switch off limits: 

 

Type Series Alarm Switch off 

  Heatsink Inside 
temperature 

Heatsink Inside 
temperature 

L 20 up to L 75 4 70 °C 65 °C 75 °C 70 °C 

L 85 up to L 200 3 85 °C 65 °C 90 °C 70 °C 

L 240 3 87 °C 65 °C 92 °C 70 °C 

 
41) "Delay PTC" 

With this parameter a delay time of 10 seconds up to 99 seconds as a standard is possible respecting the motor 
temperature checking via a PTC-resistor. Within this set time the started travel can be finished after a fault 
detection caused by reacting of the motor PTC-resistor. 

 
42) "Store not ready" 

If the lift inverter receives travel commands during "Not ready", this leads to a fault signal which can, if necessary, 
be stored by means of parameter "Store not ready". The storage function is activated with "yes". "Not ready" 
intervals will appear for about 1 second, e.g., during check-up, at travel end, etc. 
 
The message "not ready" effects an entry into the event memory, independently whether "not ready" is stored or 
not. 

 
43) "v/n" 

This determines the attaching motor speed - car speed (e.g.: 1.6 m/s correspond to 1485 rpm). 
 
This attaching is important, because out of this the travel curve data, actual values, monitoring limits and distance 
control is determined. 
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Calculating formula: 
 
v = 0.05236 x n-motor x D x u x A 

 

v theoretically possible speed of the lift car at the rated speed of the motor [m/s]; 

n-motor rated motor speed according to the type plate [min-1] 

D driving disk diameter in [m] 

u  gear reduction (e.g. 2/45); 

A suspension (e.g. 1/2); 

 
44) "Tachotype" 

This determines which type of actual value feedback is available: 
 

digital: Here a pulse generator is involved (see connection diagram or technical data). 

none: Application limits see 1.2.1 System description / System applications, page 37 

 
45) „Pulses/360" 

This parameter tells the inverter how many pulses per revolution the pulse generator supplies. 
There are maximum 4096 pulses/revolution parameterizable. 

 
46, 47) " t-Del. STPSW", " t-Del. BT " 

These times inform the inverter about the signal delay times (propagation times) that must be considered for 
distance control. 
 
Signal running times or signal delay times (=dead times) are caused by the signal processing time of the control 
electronics with the topped switching elements. 
 
For a running time of about 50 ms and a lift speed of 1.6 m/s there is a distance fault of 8 cm. This distance fault 
is automatically corrected with exact adjustment (see chapter 1.1.7.4 Setting the stopping accuracy and the 
braking distances, page 30ff., item 5 to 8). For operation without actual value feedback 100 ms delay time have 
been chosen as average value. 

 
48, 49) Only important in case of operating without actual value feedback: "Engag t br.", "t_rel mec. br" 

The delay times for opening (Engag t br.) and closing (t_rel mec. br) of the mechanical brake serve to inform the 
DYNAVERT L about when to actuate the mechanical brake at travel start and shortly before travel end. This 
optimizes the travelling comfort especially at travel start/end. 
 
Operating with tacho values set values ≥ the actual values. 

 
Calculating the operating times and releasing times of the mechanical brake: 
 
The empty car is positioned e.g. in the middle floor. 
 

1. Adaptation to the operating time of the mechanical brake: 

− Give the travel command V3 to the bottom. Because of the great pre-adjusting of Engag t br.= 0.5 sec the 
car will shortly drift to the top before starting the travel. 

− Decrease Engag t br step by step until the car just does no longer drift to the top. 

2. Adaptation to the releasing time of the mechanical brake (based on t_rel mec.br = 0.05 seconds): 

− Give the travel command V3 to the bottom. 

− Increaset_rel mec.br until the mechanical brake engages just in the moment of standstill. 
Do not pay attention to the stopping accuracy! 
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 50) "Dir-Sign:" 
There is a second direction input for travel direction up provided at X1:36. As a standard only direction input 
down, X1:37 is used. 
In case of both direction inputs are used the parameter up / down must be re-parameterized. 
Not allowed combinations, e.g. both inputs active or not active at the same time result to fault message Travel 
contactor at travel start. 
If only the direction input for the travelling direction up should be used, the parameter Dir-Sign: must be set to up. 

 
51) "Dig. in" 

There are two free programmable digital inputs available at X1:43 and X1:44. At the time this parameter can only 
be parameterized to digital load measuring. 

 
52) "Brake. " 

This parameter is provided for switching over to a common intermediate circuit when operating with more 
DYNAVERT L in one plant (DC-connection). As a standard this parameter is set to on, i.e. the inverter internal 
intermediate circuit is used. 

 
53) "C.d.f. brake" 

This parameter monitors software side the cyclic duration factor and like this the tolerable thermal load of the 
braking resistor (permissible value and calculation see 5.1 Type data external braking resistors, page 133). 
Overloading of the braking resistor leads to an alarm signal, and after another 10 seconds corresponding fault-
shutdown with fault message is performed and entered into the event memory. 

 
54) "Load measuring" 

The application of the load measuring just in case of speed 0 and applied direction signal effects physically an 
optimum pre-control regarding the actual load characteristics (stationary torque), thus in both directions the 
correct torque can immediately be started. 
 
Load measuring in any case optimizes the starting behavior. Even with exact pre-control due to the load 
measuring static friction, gear locking etc. can avoid a jerkless starting. 
 
The function load measuring and the allocated interface is selected as described in the following: 

 

"no" The function load measuring is not used. 

"Ter.bin" Terminal binary 

Digital load measuring with 4 different load conditions (load information) can be evaluated via 
terminal strip -X1:43/44 contacts SP1, SP2. 

"Ter.ana" Terminal analog (Option) 

An analog load setpoint (load information) can be preset via terminal 
X1:17 (voltage input 0 - ±10 V) or X1:18 (current input 0 - ±20 mA). 

 
Even if there is no load measuring device installed, these parameters should be used, if the starting torques are 
known anyway; e.g. for hospital lifts. Here there is permanently the status empty car = 0 kg, so that you definitely 
have and need fully motor torque starting in down direction, or fully generator torque starting in up direction. In 
this case you can adjust according to the following short version instructions: 
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Function load measuring without external load measuring device 
 
With lift systems with known starting torque, e.g. hospital lifts, and with systems with very great self locking the 
software load measuring should be used to set direction dependent starting torques, to optimize the starting 
behavior. 
− No load measuring device is required. 
 
 
Adjusting the function load measuring: 
 
• Menu item P-LOAD MEASURING: Load measuring = Ter.bin 

− the terminals X1:43 and X1:44 should be free 
 
• Adjust menu item P-LOAD MEASURING: Loadpoint 1 up in a way, that starting in up direction will be optimal: 

− < 50 %: generatoric starting torque, 
− = 50 % no starting torque 
− > 50 % motoric starting torque 

 
• Adjust menu item P-LOAD MEASURING: Loadpt. 1 down in a way that starting in down direction will be 

optimal: 
− the terminals X1:43 and X1:44 should be free 

 
HINT: − Do not change the adjustments of P-LOAD MEASURING: Loadpoint 2 up 

and P-LOAD MEASURING: Loadpt. 2 down. 
 
 
55, 56, 57, 58) "Loadpoint 1up", "Loadpoint 2 up", "Loadpt. 1 down", "Loadpt. 2 down" 

This provides the information, which starting torque, motor or generator, is available depending on the load 
information and selected direction of travel. For the assignment load points 1 and 2 and direction up/down are 
required. 
The setting range lies between 0% and 100%, with 50% ≈ corresponding to the motor idle torque (weight 
compensation in the car), i.e. no stationary torque pre-control. 

 
In the range of 

0% to 50% a generator motor torque is preset 
(0% generator nominal motor torque). 

 
With the range 

50% to 100% a motor motor torque is preset 
(100% motoric nominal motor torque). 

 
Any intermediate values (preset through selected load measuring input) are currently calculated by the software. 
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Setting procedure for load measuring Ter.ana: 
 
Example: 
− Loadpoint 1: empty car 
− Loadpoint 2: full car 
 
1) Give load information for Loadpoint 1 (e.g. 0 mA = 0 kg) and travel in down direction. 
2) Set parameter Loadpt. 1down such that no reverse rotation appears 

− Since the empty car should be moved downwards a motor motor torque (setting values from 50% - 100%) must 
be set at the starting torque. 

3) Repeat items 1) and 2) and improve the setting of parameter Loadpt. 1 down until optimum travel start is achieved. 
4) Give load information for Loadpoint 1 and travel in up direction as before. 
5) Set parameter Loadpoint 1 up such that no reverse rotation appears. 

− Since the empty car should be is moved upwards a generator motor torque (setting values from 0% - 50%) must 
be set at the starting torque. 

6) Repeat items 4) and 5) and improve the setting of parameter Loadpoint 1 up until optimum travel start is achieved. 
 
7) Proceed accordingly with items 1) to 6) for Loadpoint 2 (Loadpt. 2 down, Loadpoint 2 up). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 23: Load measuring Ter.ana  
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Example for load measuring Ter.bin: 
− 500 kg lift, compensation factor 0.5 
 
Attaching the input signals to terminal strip X1 
 
 

SP1 
X1:43 

SP2 
X1:44 

  

0 0 empty car - ¼ load 0 : 0 V 
1 : 24 V 

0 1 ¼ - ½ load  
1 0 ½ - ¾ load  
1 1 ¾ up to full car  

 
 
 

down lin
e

up line  
 
 
 

Figure 24: Load measuring Ter.bin 

 
 
In principle the same adjusting procedure is valid as for Ter.ana, with: 
− Loadpoint 1: empty car 
− Loadpoint 2: full car 
 
Because of the fact, that Loadpoint 1 is valid from 0 to 1/4 load, and Loadpoint 2 from 3/4 to full load the linearization 
should be done according to the following values: 
− Loadpoint 1: 1/8 of the load (instead of 0) 
− Loadpoint 2: 7/8 of the load (instead of full load) 
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59, 60) "Act.v.lpt1", "Act.v.lpt2" 
These parameters set the assignment between preset load information and actual value load (I-DRIVE DATA). 
These parameters have no influence on load measuring. They can be used, e.g., to calibrate actual value load for 
displaying the useful load of the lift. Here the desired display is parameterized for two different load points (set 
actual load conditions in the car). Linear interpolation is then performed between these two load points. It is 
recommendable to use corresponding extreme values (e.g. full car and empty car) for both load points, in order 
to achieve good accuracy. 

 
61) "Start.torq.“ 

The starting torque defines the torque at the moment of starting. 
Only change this parameter in case of Tachotype none and Load measuring no. For Tachotype digital or  
Load measuring parameterize the starting torque or the additional torque to 0. 
 
HINT: 
 

Taking over the 
parameterized starting torque 

Adjustment 
Tachotype 

Effect 

always none always motor 

only with corresponding drift digital direction of effect determines the 
direction of the drift. 

 
62) "Add.torque" 

With this function a direction depending, single acting torque or an additional to the starting torque can be given. 
The additional torque refers to the nominal torque of the motor. 

 
Example: 
 
1. Maximum starting torque: 180% 
2. Start.torq.: 50% 
3. Add.torque down: 130% 
 
The sum of Start.torq. and Add.torque can never be greater than the max. adjustable starting torque. A 
combination of 50% starting torque and 140% additional torque down can therefore not be set with a maximum 
starting torque of 180%! 
Change this parameter only in case of Tachotype none and Loadmeasuring no. In case of Tachotype digital 
parameterize the starting torque and the additional torque to 0, don't parameterize to 0, if the load conditions 
(e.g. hospital lifts) allow this pro-control. 

 
63) "I-n-ctrl." 

Sets the I-content of the speed controller. This value has no dimension. Exact setting of I-n-controller can only be 
performed at the respective system. Please observe that the value must not be too high/low in order to avoid 
high-frequency control oscillations or over-/undershooting of the actual value with reference to the setpoint. The 
higher the numerical value is, the faster is the controller. 

 
64) "P-n-ctrl." 

Sets the P-content of the speed controller. As a standard P-content = 0 is valid; the content is varied e.g. for 
special purpose plants. 

 
65) "V-ctrl." 

The parameter V-ctrl. effects a differential access to the motor voltage, deviated from the data of a set/actual 
value comparison of the speed. The parameter adjusting is only changed when necessary (also see item 63!). 

 
66) "Delta jerk" 

Represents pre-control of the speed controller in order to reduce the load on control during dynamic processes, 
that means delta jerk evaluates the changing of the acceleration, so that greater deviations in the jerk ranges are 
avoided. 
Experience shows, that Delta jerk has to be increased for systems with great mass of inertia. 

 
67) "Attenuate" 

This parameter influences the dynamic behavior of the drive. In case of control oscillations appearing the value of 
the attenuation must be increased. The parameter directly influences the motor type and should only be changed 
if required. 
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68) "Gear losses" 
Although there is optimum pre-control of the stationary load moment (also see item 53!) there can be problems 
when starting due to moments of friction of the plant. 
DYNAVERT L can evaluate these direction depending variable torques using the parameter Gear losses. 
The value should be set greater, when greater moments of friction must be processed. In case of plants with 
guide roller and good gear efficiencies Gear losses can be adjusted as small value! 
 
IMPORTANT: 
For plants with very high initial breakaway torque/static friction jerk 1 must be reduced in case. With this a slowly 
degreasing of the static friction is achieved. 
 
When starting more static friction or selflocking must be processed, lateron the software reduces the torque 
automatically. 

 
69) "MOTOR DATA" 

General remark: 
Basically only those data are required that are shown on the motor rating plate (n-motor, I-motor, f-motor, V-
motor, cos phi). 
 
As motor data the data of the motor with selected motor winding connection (star-delta connection) must be 
used; 
 
Other necessary data (e.g. leakage inductance, nominal slip at inverter operation, losses, load-dependent 
voltage boost, ..) are automatically calculated from these data. 

 
 

Drive design using the field weakening range: 
 

• Set the motor data of the cut-off frequency, 
− i.e. of the frequency, for which the motor reaches the rated voltage; 

e.g. 40 Hz designed with field weakening of 40 - 50 Hz. 
 

Example: Additional type plate at the motor with the data for inverter operation. 
The data in the darker fields are valid for parameterizing during commissioning. 

 
 

Umrichterbetrieb / Inverter operation 

Mot. Nr. 4 132 631 

P2 15 - 18,5 kW 

UN 400 - 400 V 

IN 28 - 35 A 

n 1140 - 1400 min-1 

f 40 - 50 Hz 

cos ϕ 0,78 - 0,83  

MN 126 - 126 Nm 
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70) "n-motor" 
Here the nominal speed of the motor in (min-1) must be entered (e.g. 1445). This value is used internally for 
calculating the required slip compensation. 

 
71) "I-motor", data of the type plate see item 69! 
 
72) "f-motor", data of the type plate see item 69! 
 
73) "V-motor", data of the type plate see item 69! 
 
74) "cos phi", data of the type plate see item 69! 
 
75) "Motor no.", data of the type plate see item 69! 
 
76) "Slipcomp" 

Is set automatically; slip compensation as a maximum can be set to 2 times the nominal slip frequency of the 
motor (see point 68). 
When operating without actual value feedback the slip compensation in case must be corrected (see item 1, 
chapter 1.1.6, page 24). 

 
77) "Auto R1" 

In this menu item the complete resistance (motor winding and motor cables) is detected automatically by means 
of a measuring D.C. 
 
 
ATTENTION: 
During measuring the contactor(s) between inverter and motor must be closed, the input SF X1:42 controller 
enable must be activated. This measurement is necessary in order to achieve optimum control behavior. This 
measurement is performed with the set motor current (parameter I-motor). The standard setting is suitable for a 
motor that corresponds to the inverter output. Measurement takes approx. 3 seconds. 

 
78) "R 1" 

Possibility for intentional manual correction of the above established value, or for setting acc. to the resistance 
measurement of the motor winding. 
 
IMPORTANT: 
When manually measuring the resistance between two terminals on the completely wired motor the measured 
Ohm value must be divided by two. 

 
79) "I idle" 

After input of the rating plate data of the motor (n-motor, I-motor, f-motor, V-motor and cos phi) the inverter 
calculates the idle current of the motor. Only change I idle after requesting the factory! 

 
80) "Eta" 

With this parameter the nominal efficiency of the motor is entered. This value has no influence on the inverter 
function, normally it is not changed. 
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81) "Stabil." 
At higher frequencies in no-load operation 2-pole motors tend to current pulsation. The parameter "Stabil." 
describes a current-dependent action on the motor voltage in order to dampen such oscillation. The parameter 
describes the degree of action without a unit, it should only be changed after requesting the factory. 

 
82) "V mains nom." 

Adjusting the nominal mains voltage, here (e.g. 400V). 
 
83) "P_inp.max." 

With this parameter it is possible to limit the power input and with this the maximum current input of the 
frequency inverter: 
 
The power input depends on the required torque and the speed. The power increases continuously from the 
moment of travel start and reaches its maximum against the end of the constant acceleration. Finally the power 
falls to the stationary value. 
DYNAVERT L only takes effective power as it were out of the supplying mains, i.e. the current flow in the mains is 
proportional to the power taken out. 
Using the parameter P_inp.max. the maximum value of the taken out mains power and with this the mains current 
can be adjusted. This fact is of advantage in cases where a maximum mains load is laid great stress on (e.g. 
stipulations of energy supplying companies). 

 
P_inp.max. can additionally be used to determine the emergency generator load. 
 
The parameter is only effective in case of overload (e.g. too high acceleration moment or too high stationary 
moment), with this the travel curve parameter are adapted in a way that the mains load is constant (speed 
dependent torque limiting). The flush position is exact as before, this means the parameter has no influence on 
the flush travel behavior. The drive must not be designed for a possibly arising overload event, considered from 
the side of the supplying mains. 
 
The relation between P_inp.max. and the mains voltage (3 phase system) or current can be described as follows: 
 
P_inp.max. 1.56 x Umains x Imains 
 
This means e.g. P_inp.max. = 37 kW with a mains voltage of 400 V and a maximum tolerable current of 60 A. 
 

84) "I-Therm" 
Using I-Therm the thermal current at the inverter output is electronically monitored (software imitation of the thermal 
model). The thermal current is according to the total effective value out of the travel cycle regarding the switch on 
time and the continuous operation. In the tables 

 

E.g. 15 kW-lift; 2.2-fold acceleration moment 

 • adjust parameter I-Therm to the value Ieff= 28 A. 

 
If the parameterized value is exceeded, a started travel can still be finished. Then an alarm signal is performed, i.e. the 
ready relay releases (contact X1:1-2). The superset control has to evaluate this alarm. During the not ready status, i.e. 
thermal overload no travel commands can be accepted by the DYNAVERT L. The DYNAVERT L inputs the fault into the 
event memory. 
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85) "Service module" 
An optionally available service module provides the practicability to show determined signals of the inverter as 
optical (LED) or analog signal. 
 
ATTENTION: 
Only plug or unplug the service module (Figure 25:) in inverter off-status onto the info board. 

 

Nominal speed v3

LEDs

Revision speed vR

Readjusting speed vN

Travel down

Inverter generator operation

Intermediate speed v2

Intermediate speed v1

Correction point stop switch

4 Ground connectors

Analog channel 1

Analog channel 2

Analog channel 3

Analog channel 4

 
 

Figure 25: Service module  
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8 LEDs show the signals and update them in the interval of 100 ms. 
− correction point stop switch 
− intermediate speed v1 
− intermediate speed v2 
− rated speed v3 
− readjusting speed vN 
− revisions speed vR 
− direction down 
− inverter generator operation 
 
There are four channels available for analog signals, which provide voltages inside the range of -10 - +10 V. The 
channels 1 and 2 are updated all 2 ms and the channels 3 and 4 all 10 ms. The analog outputs are short-circuit 
resistant, but not isolated. 
 
ATTENTION: only connect isolated measuring instruments! 
 
Use the parameter channel n (n for channel number) to select a signal out of the following list. 
 
− actual value (when operating without tachometer theoretical calculated value) 
− set value 
− acceleration 
− effective current (corresponding to the load moment at the motor) 
− load (only if using load measuring) 
− n-motor 
− I-motor 
− V-motor 
− f-motor 
− rotating field signal (-10V rotating field ccw, 0V rotating field cw) 
− intermediate circuit voltage 
− heatsink temperature 
− cabinet inside temperature 
− direction down signal (-10V direction down, 0V direction up) 
− start signal 
− load measuring signal (-10V no load measuring, 0V automatic load measuring running) 

 
With the digital signals rotating field, direction down, start and load measuring the status 0 is indicated by -10V 
and 1 by 0V. 
For each analog channel the dimension of the signal can be changed in the allocated parameter Cn Amplifi. the 
inverter enters here the optimum values each, which should only be changed in special cases. 

 
86) Menu "CONTROL PARAMETER" 

This whole menu belongs to the hidden values. Here the values of the I- and P-contents of the different motor 
and generator limit controls for current and voltage can be changed. 
 
ATTENTION!! 
The set values may only be changed in consultation with the factory. 
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87) "CHECK-UP" 
This menu item must be executed if a parameter which directly/indirectly influences travel curve calculation has 
been changed (see chapter 2 Adjusting the DYNAVERT L, starting page 93). 

 
88) "Password" 

If a password has been arranged in order to protect against not allowed parameterizing (see parameter Select 
passw.!) the correct password must be entered here. In case of correct entering the inverter acknowledges by 
the signal Password correct!. The parameters are now enabled for changing. 
 
• Quit the set data and reproduce the protection, to do this 

− close down the system and power it on again, or 
− intentionally enter a wrong password. 

 
If a wrong password has been set, the inverter gives the messages Wrong password!. All parameters are 
protected against changing. 

 
89) "Parameterset" 

4 complete inverter settings ("parameter sets") can be stored in the inverter. These parameter sets can be 
completely different. The different parameter sets can be selected by changing the "parameterset" setting. As a 
standard each parameter set is on factory setting. If a parameter is changed, this change only affects the 
parameter set selected at the moment. 

 
90) " Factory param“ 

The factory setting (standard or customer-specific) is stored in this hidden parameter set. This set can no longer 
be changed. If a parameter set has been changed so much that the inverter does no longer operate as desired, 
the original factory setting can be retrieved into the parameter set active at the moment by means of "factory 
param". 

 
91) "Baudrate RS232" 

Set the baudrate of the standard serial interface. The baudrate must match to the baudrate of the connected 
device. 

 
92) "SA" 

This parameter determines  the function of the command SA (only if SA is applied without another travel 
command: 
SA = fine adjustment: Fine adjustment function is activated 
SA = adjustment: Adjusting travel with vPosi is activated 

 
93) "Hidden values" 

This allows use of parts of the menu which, for reasons of clear organization, are suppressed in the menu used 
normally. 

 
94) "NORM->TESTMODE" 

Switch-over to testmode can only be performed with special hardware. 
 
95) "Date" 
 
96) "Time" 

Greenwich mean time - winter time (standard adjustment). 
 
97) " Language" 

This parameter is used for selecting the language for the display on the control panel (german - english - french - 
spanish). 
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98) " Select passw." 
A password can be arranged, to protect the parameters. 
A numeric value between 1 and 65535 is allowed as password. After acknowledging with ENTER the entered 
number is no longer visible. Setting number 0 no password protection is required. 
 
IMPORTANT: Do not forget the numeric value of the password, because without password changing the 
parameters is not possible!! 
 
If the number is not known in case of active password protection, ask the factory for the special password, 
allocated to the device number. 

99) "V-Battery" 
Here the nominal voltage of the battery used for evacuation is adjusted (tolerance of the battery voltage + 20% -
30%). 

 
100) “Clk.freq“ 

For the inverter clock frequency the settings 7500 and sinus 7500 are possible. 
- With L175/L200/L240 (400 V-types) and L150/L200 (500 V-types) 4500 and sinus 4500. 
The addition sine chooses between sine shaped pulse pattern modulation and first harmonic optimized pulse 
pattern modulation. In case of sine shaped modulation only about 95% of the mains voltage are available for the 
motor as fundamental voltage. In case of first harmonic optimized modulation 100% of the mains voltage are 
reached as motor fundamental voltage. 

 
101) "RS485Prot:" 

Set the protocol for the serial interface RS485 
 
Possible Settings:  

ext.ctrl external control panel 

DCP DCP interface protocol 
 
102) “Para-source“ 

Only relevant for RS485Prot: = DCP: Set, whether the travel commands are given by the terminal strip or via 
the DCP interface. 

 
103) “TravSource“ 

Only relevant for RS485Prot: = DCP: Set, whether the actual distance value is calculated in the inverter, or are 
delivered via the DCP interface. 

 
104) “Baudrate RS485“ 

Set the baudrate of the serial interface RS485, terminals 51:1 - 51:5. 
If the inverter is operated with an external control panel (option, RS485Prot:= ext.ctrl), the baudrate must match 
with the baudrate of the external control panel. If the interface is used as connection to a control (DCP interface), 
set 19.2 kBd. 

 
105) “RS485TOut“ 

Only relevant for RS485Prot: = DCP: If the connection to the control is interrupted longer than the value set 
here, the lift car is decelerated (Emergency-Stop). 

 
106) “ t-Del.Dist.“ 

Only relevant for P-INTERFACE:RS485Prot: = DCP and P-INTERFACE:TravSource = RS485: 
The parameter describes the complete signal running time starting scanning the position at the car up to the 
frequency setting at the inverter. 
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107) “Fan on temperature“ 

This parameter determines, whether the device fans will just be switched on with higher inside temperatures or 
even with lower inside temperatures and after each travel. The adjustment low can be advantageous with high 
ambient temperatures. 

 

Fan on temperature high low 

Switch on temperature inside 60 °C 50°C 

Switch off temperature inside 55 °C 45 °C 

Switch on temperature heatsink 50 °C 50 °C 

Switch off temperature heatsink 40 °C 40 °C 

Switch on after each travel no yes 

 
 
108) “motor cw“ 

This parameter indicates the travelling direction of the lift car in case of clockwise rotating field of the motor. 
 
 
 
1.2.9 Project planning / installation regulations 
 
ATTENTION: 
With very small frequencies (as it were constant voltage) in case of a fault an electric arc can arise when opening the 
output contactors (danger of burning down!), therefore the A.C. contactors between inverter and motor may only be 
opened if at the same time the signal controller enable at the inverter is interrupted by a suitable contact of the control 
(input X1:42 open). 
 
 
− For information: 

The ready relay of the DYNAVERT L releases at the end of the travel for about 1 second. During this time an arriving 
travel command would result in fault !! Not ready !!. 
Not ready status are also appearing in case of pre-alarm (e.g. overload of motor / inverter / braking resistor....) during 
the travel curve calculation (check up), during initialization (e.g. mains switch-on) or when changing a parameter, 
which requires a check up. 

 
− Do the signal setting for revision travel with automatic delay (e.g. in the end stops): see chapter 1.2.6 Communication 

via terminal strip (control connection), item Revision speed vR, page 49, and Figure 18:  
 
− Do the signal setting by the lift control according to Figure 16: Normal travel chart with controller contacting, chapter 

1.2.6, page 50. 
 
− The run-time monitoring of the lift control should be to close down. 
 
− The line protection between inverter and motor can be e.g. be realized by the following possibilities: 
 

1) Solution: Motor protection thermorelay (e.g. Klöckner Möller, motor protection relay Z or ZW. The relay 
must be designed for the thermal current - according to the lift plant. The auxiliary signaling contact of this 
relay must be evaluated by the lift control. 

or: 
 

 

2) − Using the software monitoring of the thermal current at the inverter output via parameter I-Therm 
(1.2.8.4 Parameter menu Parameter, page 80) and evaluation of the ready contact (terminal X1:1, X1:2, 
warning signal) by the lift control. Adjust I-Therm according to the middle effective motor current. 

 
− Only series 3: The external braking resistor is electronically monitored for short-circuit and overloading. For complete 

protection additional protection by means of suitable bimetal-relays is required. 
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Recommended maker: Klöckner Möller, motor protecting relay Z or ZW acc. to DIN VDE 0660 + 104. These relays have 
a signaling contact that can be used, e.g., for switching off a master contactor on the input side. As an option the 
signaling contact can also be used in the undervoltage release device of a master switch. The bimetal relay must be set 
to the effective current Ieff of the braking resistor according to chapter 5.1 Type data external braking resistors, page 
133. 
 
 
− The braking distance determined by the corresponding shaft tags or other sensors should have the same distance 

from flush position in all floors: 
− setting with millimeter accuracy with direct travel 
− setting with centimeter accuracy with levelling travel. 

 
− The minimum tag distances are - depending on the travel curve data - computed automatically. They can be 

requested in I-MIN. BRAK. DISTANCES. 
 
− In case of interrupting the safety circuit or when releasing the travel contactor(s) controller enable must immediately 

be given: X1:42 open. 
 
− Input SA (X1:30) may also be used for readjustment and for adjustment travels. Only this input must be activated, 

however. 
 
− All the A.C. contactor coils switched by DYNAVERT L-internal contacts (contact load 250VAC/1A) must be wired with 

suitable RC elements. 
 
− Switching of the brake magnet: 

As a rule the operating coil for the holding brake of the lift is supplied with D.C. current, which is generated from the 
control voltage by means of a rectifier bridge. With reference to highest accuracy stopping at flush position the brake 
magnet should be switched off on the D.C. side. Only this guarantees short and uniform release time of the brake. 
For this purpose, however, the contact of the relay installed in DYNAVERT L is not suitable. Therefore a contactor 
must be interconnected which switches the brake on the D.C. side and is controlled by the DYNAVERT L-internal 
relay for the mechanical brake (terminals X1:5; X1:6). 

 

 
 

Figure 26: Brake magnet switch-off on D.C. side 
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− If short-stop travel is required, the inverter must receive the corresponding travel command (e.g. v 1) at travel start as 
an impulse over 200 ms. The internal travel curve computer automatically calculates a time-optimized ogival travel 
from the entered braking distance Brak.dist1. The short-stop distance must be entered as Brak.dist1. This means 
that the brake tag is not necessary for short-stop travel. If the travel command cannot be given as an impulse, 
processing is performed as usual with contacting and brake tag. Short-stop travels up greater/equal to 2.5 cm can 
be processed. 

 
− Reversing contactors for reversing the direction of rotation at the motor escape, since the necessary direction of the 

rotating field is given electronically at the inverter output. 
 
− DYNAVERT L operated lift plants have an integrated monitoring appliance according to DIN EN 81-1/2, so as number 

262.23, part 2 of the Technischen Regeln für Aufzüge (TRA) and may therefore be operated with one travel contactor 
(also see the following report of the TÜV München). 
In case of operation with only one travel contactor the falling down of this contactor must be monitored. For this the 
acknowledge message (X1:38) for DYNAVERT L is required. the energy flow is monitored by DYNAVERT L. The 
operating contacts and the auxiliary contacts must be mechanically connected. The travelling contactor must 
interrupt all-pole (according to DIN EN 81/TRA 262.23). 

 
− The safety appliance of the lift plant in case of reacting must give controller enable (X1:42 open) and make release 

the travel contactor. 
 
− The common fault signal contact of DYNAVERT L (X1:9-10-11) must be evaluated by the superset lift control. 
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1.2.10 Evacuation with battery operation 
 

NOTE: Series 4 option 

 Series 3 standard 

 
 
1.2.10.1 General 
 
In the event of a mains power failure on an evacuation trip, the inverter is powered by a constant voltage battery which 
enables the journey to be continued to the next floor level. 
 
The maximum evacuation speed when operating with 240 V battery power is 20% of nominal speed. The duration of the 
evacuation trip is 60 secs. with devices of series 3 (the internal fan is switched off). 
With devices of series 4 there is no temporary limiting to be paid attention. 
 
 
 
1.2.10.2 Connecting up the battery 
 
During evacuation the inverter is connected to the battery instead of the mains power supply. The controller switches 
over the supply in accordance with operating conditions. In the event of normal operation the controller switches the AC 
mains current to the U1, V1 and W1 terminals. On evacuation trips the controller switches the battery DC voltage to the 
terminals U1 (- pole) and V1 (+ pole). 
 
 

CAUTION: 
On units fitted with built-in mains fuses, this fuses must be removed (i.e. bridged) if the battery voltage exceeds 200 
V. In this case these fuses are used to protect the inverter when it is powered during normal operation from the 
mains power supply. During battery powered operation, however, the inverter must be protected by a suitable DC 
fuse. The battery minus pole must be connected to the earth. 

 

2)

L3

1)

L2

1)

L1

1)

DYNAVERT L
X1:

W1:

V1:

U1:
K1

K2

+

-

 
 

Figure 27: Connection diagram for battery operation  

 
 

Legend: 
 
K1 and K2 are interlocked: 
 
Use a fuse which matches the technical data, see 4.1.3 Type Data DYNAVERT L Series 4, page 118. 
Use a fuse which matches the battery voltage. 
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1.2.10.3 Connect the external supply for the mains supply (only series 4) 
 
In order to supply the inverter electronics the integrated logic system must be applied with 230 V AC (± 15%): 
 
• Apply 230 V AC at the terminals X2:9 and X2:10. 

− Either in case of normal operation or in case of evacuation. 
 
• In case prepare the corresponding switching appliance at the customer side. 
 
• Switch the mains supply to external supply, for this see layout plans, page 131. 
 
 
 
1.2.10.4 Drive commands during evacuation trips 
 
During evacuation (i.e. when the battery input is energized), the drive commands are as follows: 
 
S1, S3: These command inputs execute a "normal trip", i.e. a trip where the terminal speed reaches the 

maximum permitted value. The braking distance is set at the parameterized distance for this speed. 
This means that the controller disables the drive command on the related brake connector. S1 and 
S3 inputs are used when the current car position is outside the braking distance for the arrival point 
of the evacuation trip. 

 

 
 

Figure 28: Evacuation trip with S1 or S3  

 
S2: This command input has a special function. When activated this command drives the inverter up to 

the parameterized positioning speed vposi. The inverter will be at vposi until the inputs S2 and SA 
are disabled (these inputs are usually disabled from the booking switch) and will then electrically 
brake to zero revolutions. This command makes it possible to run an evacuation trip starting (even 
when the braking connection has already been passed). 
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Figure 29: Evacuation trip with S2  
 
 
1.2.10.5 Evacuation trip cycle (The operations must be run in this sequence) 
 

− The controller detect a mains power failure. 
− The controller disables all drive commands and control enables to the inverter. 
− The controller switches off the mains power supply to the inverter. 
− The controller switches on battery power to the inverter terminals X1:U1 and X1:V1. 
− The controller energizes the battery power input X1:41. 
− The controller waits until the inverter signals "Ready" and "No Fault". 
 
− Evacuation trip cycle: 

 
1) The controller cannot detect the exact position of the car: 

The controller enables the S2 command (X1:32) and the SA command (X1:30). The S2 command must 
remain active for at least 200 ms; after this time has elapsed it can be disabled at any time and must 
be disabled at the latest when the booking switch is reached. The SA command is disabled when the 
booking switch is reached. 

 
2) The controller can detect the car position: 

The car is between the braking connection and the flush level => 
Proceed as per: The controller cannot detect the exact position of the car: 
 
The car is in front of the braking connection: 
The controller enables the S1 (X1:31) or the S3 (X1:33) commands. When the brake connection is 
reached, S1 or S3 will be disabled. The inverter begins to decelerate to its calculated braking point 
and drives at Vposi. When the car reaches the booking switch, SA is disabled and the motor is braked 
to zero rpm. 
 

− The battery power input is disabled when the end of the trip is reached. 
− The controller switches off the battery power to the inverter. 
− The controller switches the mains power supply to the inverter back on. 

Caution: The battery power input must be switched off before the mains power to the inverter is switched 
back on again. Switching on the mains power to the inverter when the battery power is still enabled can 
damage the unit. 
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1.2.11 TÜV certificate for 1-contactor-operation 
 
According to DIN EN 81-1/2 operation is allowed using only 1 contactor, if the controller fulfills special requirements. For 
the DYNAVERT L the fulfilling of these requirements has been acknowledged by the Safety technical report: 
 
 

 
 

LOHER GmbH, D-94095 Ruhstorf 
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NOTE: 
 
The english version of the TÜV certificate needs only one page!
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2 Adjusting the DYNAVERT L 
2.1 Hardware setting 
 
(Standard factory setting:  ; 
individual equipment setting, customer-specific: + ) 
 
 
Position of the switches see chapter 4.4 Inside views and layout plans, page 127. 
 
− Selection of parameterization source: 

(switch S1.3 and S1.4 on the board) 
 

Parameterization 
source is: 

Switch S 1.3 Switch S 1.4 Standard- 
setting 

Individual 
equipment setting 

internal (hand control panel) OFF OFF internal  

V24 (standard interface) OFF ON   

optional interface ON OFF   

RS 485 interface ON ON   

 
 
− Selection of parameterizability: 
 

Parameterizable: Switch S 1.1 Standard setting Individual setting 

Yes ON ON  

No OFF   

 
 
− Adjusted input voltage (fan transformer T4, only series 3): 
 

 200 V 230 V 346 V 400 V 415 V 460 V 500 V 

Standard setting 
2L 2A 03 400 ... 

    
* 

   

Individual device 
adjustment 

       

 
 
− Method or the common fault signal: 
 

Alarm relay working 
according to the ... 

Switch 
S 1.2 

Standard setting Individual setting 

closed circuit principle ON closed circuit  

open circuit principle OFF   
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2.2 Software setting 
 

Check-Up: * Change of the parameter makes check up necessary 

Accept: Enter the parameter is only accepted upon locking 

 immed. the parameter is immediately accepted already when it is changed 

Access 
permitted: 

cih. when the parameter should be changed the inverter must additionally be in controller inhibit 
state (input X1:42 not activated) 

 always the parameter can always be changed with parameterization enable 

 
 
 
2.2.1 Menu Status 
 

 

 Possible settings Standard 
setting * 

Individual 
setting + 

 

 Status line 1 1) v-travel 
[m/s] 

  

 Status line 2 1) Brak.d.(S) 
[m] 

  

 Status line 3 1) V-motor 
[V] 

 optional 

 Status line 4 1) f-motor 
[Hz] 

 optional 

 
1) List of actual values that can be assigned to the status display of the inverter (all hidden values released!) 
 

v-travel m/s Activtat/h  

Accel m/s² Travels/h  

Speed (A)  Travels  

Brak.d.(S)  DC-volts V 

Load kg Heatsink °C 

n-motor rpm T-inside °C 

V-motor V Date  

f-motor Hz Time  

Rotation  Inverter status  

Op.hrs. h User act.v1  

Actual-DCP cm User act.v2  

Setpt.-DCP cm Inv.no.:  
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2.2.2 Menu Parameter 
 

 Possible settings Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitt. 

Check-Up 

P-TRAVEL CURVE DATA      

Accel. 0.25m/s
2
 - 2.00m/s

2
 0.75m/s

2
  Enter cih. * 

Decel. 0.25m/s
2
 - 2.00m/s

2
 0.75m/s

2
  Enter cih. * 

Jerk 1 0.10m/s
3
 - 2.50m/s

3
 0.75m/s

3
  Enter cih. * 

Jerk 2 0.10m/s
3
 - 2.50m/s

3
 0.75m/s

3
  Enter cih. * 

Jerk 3 2.50m/s3 - 2.50m/s3 1.50m/s
3
  Enter cih. * 

Jerk 4 0.30m/s
3
 - 2.50m/s

3
 0.75m/s

3
  Enter cih. * 

v N 0.005m/s - 0.300m/s 0.03m/s  Enter cih. * 

v R 0.02m/s - 1.25m/s 0.50m/s  Enter cih. * 

v K 0.002m/s - 0.020m/s 0.002m/s  Enter cih. * 

v Posi 0.02m/s - 0.20m/s 0.10m/s  Enter cih. * 

v 1 0.02m/s - 5.00m/s 0.50m/s  Enter cih. * 

v 2 0.02m/s - 5.00m/s 1.00m/s  Enter cih. * 

v 3 0.02m/s - 5.00m/s 1.00m/s  Enter cih. * 

v 4 0.02m/s - 5.00m/s 0.20m/s  Enter cih. * 

v 5 0.02m/s - 5.00m/s 0.20m/s  Enter cih. * 

v 6 0.02m/s - 5.00m/s 0.20m/s  Enter cih. * 

v 7 0.02m/s - 5.00m/s 0.20m/s  Enter cih. * 

v 8 0.02m/s - 5.00m/s 0.20m/s  Enter cih. * 

Ogival travel yes / no no  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.1 0.50cm ...1) 8.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.2 3000.0cm2) 80.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.3 3000.0cm2) 200.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.4 3000.0cm2) 200.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.4 3000.0cm2) 50.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.5 3000.0cm2) 50.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.6 3000.0cm2) 50.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.7 3000.0cm2) 50.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Stop.dist.8 3000.0cm2) 50.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Position 0.0cm - 30.0cm 10.0cm  Enter cih. * 

Flushness 0.0 mm - 5.0 mm 0.0 mm  Enter cih. * 

                                                            
1) The upper setting limit corresponds to the smallest parameterized stopping distance out of v1 to v8 minus 1 cm 
2) The lower setting limit corresponds to the currently parameterized stopping distance + 1 cm 
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 Possible settings Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitt. 

Check-Up 

P-MONITORING       

v levell. 0.03m/s - 0.55m/s 0.30m/s  Enter cih. * 

v max 0.03m/s - 5.50m/s 1.20m/s  Enter cih. * 

v N max 0.03m/s - 0.330m/s 0.330m/s  Enter cih. * 

v R max 0.03m/s - 1.4m/s 0.60m/s  Enter cih. * 

Store v max exc no / yes no  Enter cih.  

v decel. 0.20m/s - 5.00m/s 2.50m/s  Enter cih. * 

Store v decel. no / yes no  Enter cih.  

Setp/actv. dev 5% - 30% 30%  Enter cih.  

Store setp/actv no / yes no  Enter cih.  

St.inv.overt no / yes no  Enter cih.  

St.mot.overt no / yes no  Enter cih.  

Delay PTC 0 - 99s 10s  Enter cih.  

Store not ready no / yes no  Enter cih.  

       

P-SYSTEM DATA       

v/n 0.50m/s; 300rpm 
5m/s; 3000rpm 

1.60m/s 
1500rpm 

 Enter cih. * 

Tachotype Digital Digital  Enter cih. * 

 none      

Pulses/360 64 - 4096 1024  Enter cih. * 

t-Del.STPSW 0.001s - 0.500s 0.1s  Enter cih. * 

t-Del.BT 0.001s - 0.500s 0.1s  Enter cih. * 

t-Del.Dist. 0.001s - 0.500s 0.160s  Enter cih.  

Engag t br. 0.0s - 0.50s 0.50s  Enter cih.  

t_rel mec.br 0.0s - 0.50s 0.30s  Enter cih. * 

Dir-Sign: down down  Enter cih.  

 up/down      

 down      

motor cw up up  Enter cih.  

 down      

Brake on on  Enter cih.  

 DC-link      

 R-Supply      

C.d.f. brake 0% - 100% 100%  Enter cih.  

SA fine adjustment/ 
adjustment 

fine 
adjust-
ment 

 Enter cih.  
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 Possible settings Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitt. 

Check-Up 

P-LOAD MEASURING       

Load measuring no no  Enter always  

 Ter.bin      

 Ter.ana      

Loadpoint 1up 0% - 100% 50%  Enter always  

Loadpoint 2 up 0% - 100% 50%  Enter always  

Loadpt. 1 down 0% - 100% 50%  Enter always  

Loadpt. 2 down 0% - 100% 50%  Enter always  

Act.v.lpt1 0 - 10000 0  Enter always  

Act.v.lpt2 0 - 10000 1000  Enter always  

       

P-TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR       

Start.torq. 0% - 3) 10%  Enter always  

Add.torque up/down 
0% - 3) 

down 0%  Enter always  

I-n-ctrl. 0 - 1000 50  immed. always  

P-n-ctrl. 0 - 1000 0  immed. always  

V-ctrl. 0 - 32752 0  immed. always  

Delta jerk 0 - 1000 200  Enter always  

Attenuate 50 - 500 160  Enter always  

Gear losses 0% - 100% 0  Enter always  

                                                            
3) The upper limit is calculated from the inverter data and the connected motor 
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 Possible 
settings 

Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitted 

Check-
Up 

P-MOTOR DATA       

I-motor L20 1.0 - 40 11.5A  Enter cih.  

n-motor  4) 1435min
-1
  Enter cih. * 

 L30 1.5 - 60 15A     

  4) 1439min
-1
     

 L40 2.0 - 80 22A     

  4) 1450min
-1
     

 L60 2.5 - 100 36.5A     

  4) 1450min
-1
     

 L75 3.7 - 150 41A     

  4) 1450min
-1
     

 L85 4.2 - 170 36A     

  4) 1459min
-1
     

 L100 5.0 - 200 48A     

  4) 1450min
-1
     

 L150 7.5 - 300 61A     

  4) 1459min
-1
     

 L175 8.7 - 350 77A     

  4) 1479min
-1
     

 L200 10.0 - 400 82A     

  4) 1479min
-1
     

 L240 12.0 - 480 100A     

  4) 1476min
-1
     

f-motor 10Hz-900Hz 50Hz  Enter cih. * 

V-motor 50 - 467 400V  Enter cih.  

cosphi L20 0.4 - 0.97 0.81  Enter cih.  

 L30 0.4 - 0.97 0.83     

 L40 0.4 - 0.97 0.83     

 L60 0.4 - 0.97 0.82     

 L75 0.4 - 0.97 0.86     

 L85 0.4 - 0.97 0.83     

 L100 0.4 - 0.97 0.85     

 L150 0.4 - 0.97 0.84     

                                                            
4) adjusting range of motor speed: 300 to 54000 min-1 
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 Possible 
settings 

Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitted 

Check-
Up 

 L175 0.4 - 0.97 0.83     

 L200 0.4 - 0.97 0.86     

 L240 0.4 - 0.97 0.86     

Motor no. 8-digit 0  Enter always  

Slipcomp  autom.  immed. always  

Auto R1 yes/no no  Enter cih.  

R1 L20 1 - 9680 773 mOhm  immed. always  

 L30 1 - 6999 542 mOhm     

 L40 1 - 5287 316 mOhm     

 L60 1 - 3499 148 mOhm     

 L75 1 - 2861 131 mOhm     

 L85 1 - 2051 154 mOhm     

 L100 1 - 2051 102 mOhm     

 L150 1 - 1357 69 mOhm     

 L175 1 - 1025 48 mOhm     

 L200 1 - 1025 46 mOhm     

 L240 1 - 833 34 mOhm     

I idle L20 5) 5.7A  immed. always  

Eta  6) 86.0 %  immed. always  

Stabil.  7) 300  immed. always  

 L30 5) 6.5A     

  6) 88.0 %     

  7) 400     

 L40 5) 9.1A     

  6) 88.0 %     

  7) 400     

 L60 5) 14.3A     

  6) 91.0 %     

  7) 500     

 L75 5) 13.8A     

  6) 91.0 %     

  7) 500     

                                                            
5) 0 - I Mot 
6) 0 - ca. 97 % 
7) 0 - 32752 
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 Possible 
settings 

Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitted 

Check
-Up 

 L85 5) 13.9A     

  6) 91.0 %     

  7) 500     

 L100 5) 16.1A     

  6) 91.0 %     

  7) 500     

 L150 5) 20.1A     

  6) 91.0 %     

  7) 500     

 L175 5) 25.5A     

  6) 94.0 %     

  7) 400     

 L200 5) 24.1A     

  6) 94.0 %     

  7) 400     

 L240 5) 29.1A     

  6) 94.0 %     

  7) 400     

       

P-INVERTER DATA       

V mains nom. L20 to L75 230 V – 460 V 400 V  Enter cih.  

 ≥ L85 200 V – 415 V 400 V     

V-Battery 180 - 524 V 240 V  Enter cih. * 

P_inp.max. L20 0.9 - 66kW 20kW  Enter cih.  

 L30 1.0 - 151.7kW 30kW     

 L40 1.0 - 151.7kW 40kW     

 L60 1.5 - 218.3kW 60kW     

 L75 2.2 - 330.8kW 75kW     

 L85 2.9 - 426.0kW 90kW     

 L100 2.9 - 438.0kW 100kW     

 L150 4.4 - 652.7kW 160kW     

 L175 5.7 - 851.8kW 200kW     

 L200 5.9 - 884.0kW 250kW     

 L240 7.9 - 1089.1kW 290kW     
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 Possible 
settings 

Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitted 

Check-
Up 

I-Therm L20 8) 10A  Enter cih.  

 L30 8) 15A     

 L40 8) 20A     

 L60 8) 30A     

 L75 8) 37A     

 L85 8) 65A     

 L100 8) 85A     

 L150 8) 120A     

 L175 8) 160A     

 L200 8) 170A     

 L240 8) 205A     

Clk.freq. L20 to 
L150 

7500 
sine 7500 

sine 7500  Enter cih.  

 ≥ L175 4500 
sine 4500 

sine 4500     

Fan on 
temperature 

 high high  Enter always  

  low      

                                                            
8) The smallest adjustable value is according to the half of the standard value; e.g. L75: adjustable range from 27.5 A ... 55 A. 
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 Possible 
settings 

Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitted 

Check-
Up 

P-SERVICE MODULE       

Channel 1 Act value Act value  Enter always  

 Set.value      

 Accel.      

 Act.current      

 Load      

 n-motor      

 I-motor      

 V-motor      

 f-motor      

 Rotation      

 DC-volts      

 Heatsink1      

 T-inside      

 Travel down      

 Start      

 Load meas.      

K1 Amplifi. 0 - 15 2  Enter always  

Channel 2 Act value   Enter always  

 Set.value Set.value     

 Accel.      

 Act.current      

 Load      

 n-motor      

 I-motor      

 V-motor      

 f-motor      

 Rotation      

 DC-volts      

 Heatsink1      

 T-inside      

 Travel down      

 Start      

 Load meas.      

K2 Amplifi. 0 - 15 2  Enter always  
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 Possible 
settings 

Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitted 

Check-
Up 

Channel 3 Act value   Enter always  

 Set.value      

 Accel. Accel.     

 Act.current      

 Load      

 n-motor      

 I-motor      

 V-motor      

 f-motor      

 Rotation      

 DC-volts      

 Heatsink1      

 T-inside      

 Travel down      

 Start      

 Load meas.      

K3 Amplifi. 0 - 15 2  Enter always  

Channel 4 Act value   Enter always  

 Set.value      

 Accel.      

 Act.current Act.current     

 Load      

 n-motor      

 I-motor      

 V-motor      

 f-motor      

 Rotation      

 DC-volts      

 Heatsink1      

 T-inside      

 Travel down      

 Start      

 Load meas.      

K4 Amplifi. 0 - 15 0  Enter always  
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 Standard values for the adjustment of the 
amplifier of the analog channels 

   

 Value Standard value 
amplifying 

    

       

 Act value 2     

 Set.value 2     

 Accel. 2     

 Act.current 0     

 Load 2     

 n-motor 4     

 I-motor 0     

 V-motor 0     

 f-motor 4     

 Rotation 15     

 DC-volts 0     

 Heatsink1 0     

 T-inside 0     

 Travel down 3     

 Start 10     

 Load meas. 15     

       

 Possible 
settings 

Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitted 

Check-
Up 

P-INTERFACE       

RS485Prot: ext.ctrl ext.ctrl  Enter always  

 DCP      

Op.-source Termin. Termin.  Enter cih.  

 RS485      

TravSource Convert. Convert.  Enter cih.  

 RS485      

 Testmode      

Baudrate RS 485 4800, 9600 9600  Enter always  

RS485TOut 0.1 up to 5s 0.2  Enter always  

Baudrate RS 232 1200, 2400, 
4800, 9600, 
19200 

4800  Enter always  

Dig. in Load meas. Load meas.  Enter cih.  
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 Possible 
settings 

Standard 
* 

individual 
+ 

Accept Access 
permitted 

Check-
Up 

CONTROL PARAMETER       

I a-max 0 - 32752 7500  immed. always  

I motImax 0 - 32752 7000  immed. always  

P motImax 0 - 32752 200 - 5009)  immed. always  

I genImax 0 - 32752 7500  immed. always  

P genImax 0 - 32752 150  immed. always  

I Vmot 0 - 32752 1000  immed. always  

I DCmax 0 - 32752 1000  immed. always  

P DCmax 0 - 32752 5000 - 
100009) 

 immed. always  

I Iw.ctrl 0 - 32752 7500  immed. always  

P Iw.ctrl 0 - 32752 200 - 7509)  immed. always  

Sm-IW2-NT 0 - 32752 2048  immed. always  

       

P-CHECK-UP       

Check-Up no/yes  no  Enter cih. 

       

P-OPERATION       

Password 0 - 65535 0  Enter always  

Parameterset Par.set 1 Par.set 1  Enter cih.  

 2      

 3      

 4      

Factory param no/yes no  Enter cih.  

Hidden values no/yes no  Enter always  

NORM->TESTMODE no/yes no  Enter cih.  

Date  CET  Enter always  

Time  CET  Enter always  

Language German German  Enter always  

 English      

 French      

 Spanish      

Select passw. 0 - 65535   Enter always  

                                                            
9) depending on the parameterized motor 
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3 Trouble shooting instructions 
3.1 Fault detection 
 
Internal or external system faults are generally recognized by the following displays or effects: 
 
 
 
− Activation of monitoring devices 
− Clear text display on the inverter display 
− Fuse blown 
− Unsatisfactory drive behavior 
 
 
 
3.1.1 Activation of monitoring devices 
 
When the inverter is started it automatically performs various soft- and hardware tests. In addition to this further tests are 
continuously performed during operation. If a fault is detected in the software, in the stored parameters, or in the 
hardware, the DYNAVERT L switches off electronically and changes to fault condition. A fault is indicated by the fault 
LED on the control panel. In addition to this a clear text message is given on the status display and the fault is stored in 
the event memory. Potential-free signaling of the fault condition is performed by means of the common-fault relay (see 
1.1.1 Connection diagrams, starting page 9). 
 
 
 

3.2 Fault cause 
 
Faults may have their causes in 
 
− the periphery (connection fault at inverter or motor, connection during operation) 
 
− the power unit (defective components, loose connections) 
 
− the control section (incorrect settings, defective components, loose connections) 
 
A distinction should be made as to whether the fault occurs during primary startup or whether it is an operational fault. In 
case of primary startup faults often have their origin in periphery faults or in incorrect settings (e.g. missing check up). 
 
Also faults in the mechanic construction, e.g. not exactly aligned motor/gear or rough running of the tachogenerator can 
result in an unsatisfactory drive behavior. 
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3.3 Fault messages on the display 
3.3.1 µP- fault 
 
Faults that have a "µP-fault" in the first display line can only be reset by means of the reset button S4 on board info-
electronics -A1. Resetting by way of normal inverter reset (e.g. via control panel or terminal strip) is not possible. These 
faults indicate errors in the program memory, in the internal data, or in the hardware. If such a fault cannot be reset, a 
service station must be informed. 
 

Fault message 
on the display 

Possible fault cause 

µP fault 
Test prim.par. 

Checksum error over the initial parameter range 

µP fault 
Test EPROM 

Checksum error over the complete EPROM 

µP fault 
Hardware fault 

Fault in the microprocessor system (hardware) 

µP fault 
RAM ERROR 

Fault in the microprocessor system; defective RAM 

µP fault 
Time exceeded 

Program fault; defective EPROM 

µP fault 
Division fault 

Program fault; defective EPROM 

µP fault 
Power unit unknown 

The present device type is not supported by the software. 

µP fault 
Unidentif. fault 

An other self control, not to be specified by the software has reacted 

 
 
 
3.3.2 Inverter fault 
 
Faults that have an "!! Inverter fault !!" in the first display lines can be reset by means of an inverter reset, provided that 
the fault cause no longer exists. These are faults that are caused by an inverter defect. If such a fault cannot be reset, a 
service station must be informed. 
 

Fault message 
on the display 

Possible fault cause 

! Inverter fault  ! 
Wrong power unit 

Incorrect power unit encoding, (board info-electronics, plug connections, incorrect 
wiring) 

! Inverter fault  ! 
AD/DA-conv. fault 

AD/DA converter malfunction, AD/DA converter defective 

! Inverter fault  ! 
Temperature sensor 

A temperature sensor supplies implausible values, or connection to the temperature 
sensor for measuring inside or heat sink temperature defective 

! Inverter fault  ! 
Supply voltage 

Fault in one of the supply voltages on board info-electronic 

! Inverter fault  ! 
in power section 

Fault in the control of the rectifier transistors, control defective, control signal 
interrupted or changed, IGBT module defective 

! Inverter fault  ! 
Current transformer 

Current transformer defective; current transformer supply not connected or in order 
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3.3.3 General faults 
 
Faults that have a "!!    Fault    !!" in the first display line can be reset by means of an inverter reset, provided that the fault 
cause no longer exists. These are faults that are not necessarily caused by an inverter defect. They may as well be 
caused by incorrect settings (parameterization) or by external influences. 
 
If one of the following faults arises the inverter switches off electronically: 
 

Fault message 
on the display 

Possible fault cause 

!!Fault     !! 
Not ready for travel 

The inverter has received travel commands although it did not give a ready signal; 
different travel commands too quickly one after another; travel command given during 
check up; new travel command despite alarm signal. 

!!Fault     !! 
Internal connect. 

The connection to the internal control panel is interrupted. 

!!Fault     !! 
Fault tacho 

No tacho connected, however parameterized. Fault in actual value acquisition (tacho) 
detected; broken cable missing supply voltage at tacho, too high motor slip i.e. slip 
frequency > 4-fold rated slip frequency, with this no actual value; pulse frequency > 
550 kHz; motor parameter incorrect; fault in the control; wrong type of tacho (HTL-
level, see 4 Technical Data, starting page 116). 

!!Fault     !! 
Overspeed 

The permissible parameterized maximum speed has been exceeded during travel; in 
case check parameterizing vRmax. 

!!Fault     !! 
Checksum custom.par 

Parameter checksum fault; 
ATTENTION: Check parameterization after reset. 

!!Fault     !! 
Overcurrent 

Short-circuit; low-resistance earth fault. 

!!Fault     !! 
Overvoltage 

Mains voltage failure or real under voltage; phase failure; fuse defective; power unit 
defective incorrect adjustment of parameter V mains nom.. 

!!Fault     !! 
Undervoltage 

Mains voltage failure or real under voltage; phase failure; fuse defective; power unit 
defective incorrect adjustment of parameter V mains nom.. 

!!Fault     !! 
Invertertemp. 

Inverter overloaded; defective fan; device utilization too high regarding installation 
height, see 4 Technical Data, starting page 116; coolant temperature too high; 
ambient temperature too high 

!!Fault     !! 
Motor PTC thermistor 

PTC thermistor at terminals X52:1/2; motor overloaded; bad or insufficient motor 
ventilation or too high ambient temperature. 

!!Fault     !! 
Short circuit 

Short circuit in the line inverter output/motor or in the motor itself; 

!!Fault     !! 
Earth fault 

Fault in the motor or in motor supplies; device internal earth connection, too long 
motor line; too small insulation resistance. 

!!Fault     !! 
Insulation fault 

Only with 500 V devices and IT configuration: 
Earth connection at one of the output phases (U2, V2, W2) or the intermediate circuit 
potentials. 

!!Fault     !! 
Travelling contactor 

Valid for 1 travelling contactor operation: Travelling contactor does not release after 
travel stop or energy flow to the motor is not interrupted; connection X1:28 via the 
break of the remaining contactor to X1:38 is missing. Operation with 2 travelling 
contactors: Connect X1:28 (+24V) to X1:38. 

!!Fault     !! 
Direction-Signals 

No direction information to the DYNAVERT L of both the direction inputs (X1:36; X1:37) 
low or high: unpermissible status; parameterizing for direction setting faulty (see P-
SYSTEM DATA, page 96). 
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With the following faults the inverter continues running despite of activated common fault relay: 
 

!!Fault     !! 
Decel. monitoring 

At the deceleration checkpoint the actual speed was higher than the permissible 
parameterized limit. 

!!Fault     !! 
Overspeed 

The permissible parameterized maximum speed has been exceeded during the travel. 

!!Fault     !! 
Diff set/act 

During travel the permissible parameterized setpoint/actual value deviation has been 
exceeded; actual value greater rated value; tacho fault; lift overload; drive stalled 
because of closed brake; incorrect braking resistor; lift car is moving without a travel 
command having been given; R1 has been parameterized incorrectly, motor or pulse 
generator connected incorrect (see 1.1.7.3 Checking direction of motor rotation and 
tacho connection, page 29. 

!!Fault     !! 
Fan 

Fan is blocked or defective. 

 
 
 
3.3.4 Messages after Check-Up 
 
During plausibility check of the corresponding parameters a fault message is given on the display which represents the 
one relationship that was not plausibly parameterized. This fault must be correspondingly corrected in order to achieve 
a trouble-free check up run. 
 

Fault message 
on the display 

Cause of message 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v 1 > vmax 

Set speed v1 is higher than the permissible monitoring limit vmax 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v 2 > vmax 

Set speed v2 is higher than the permissible monitoring limit vmax 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v 3 > vmax 

Set speed v3 is higher than the permissible monitoring limit vmax 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v N > v Nmax 

Readjusting speed v N is higher than the permissible monitoring limit for readjusting 
speed v Nmax 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v R > v Rmax 

Revision speed v R is higher than the permissible monitoring limit for revision speed 
vRmax 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v1>< brak.dist1 

The parameterized braking distance brak.dist1 is smaller than the braking distance 
physically necessary for speed v1 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v2>< brak.dist2 

The parameterized braking distance brak.dist2 is smaller than the braking distance 
physically necessary for speed v2 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v3>< brak.dist3 

The parameterized braking distance brak.dist3 is smaller than the braking distance 
physically necessary for speed v3 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: vNN, no.pole 

Ratio of nominal speed to nominal r.p.m. not plausible with respect to nominal motor 
r.p.m./nominal frequency 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: vmax too high 

Parameterized ratio v/n and max. permissible speed result in a too high output 
frequency, which the inverter may no longer generate 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v 1 too high 

Parameterized ratio v/n and max. permissible speed v 1 result in a too high output 
frequency, which the inverter may no longer generate 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v 2 too high 

Parameterized ratio v/n and max. permissible speed v 2 result in a too high output 
frequency, which the inverter may no longer generate 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v 3 too high 

Parameterized ratio v/n and max. permissible speed v 3 result in a too high output 
frequency, which the inverter may no longer generate 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v K too high 

Parameterized ratio v/n and max. permissible speed v K result in a too high output 
frequency, which the inverter may no longer generate 
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Fault message 
on the display 

Cause of message 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: Decel/jerk 4 too high 

No plausible travel curve data! 
Remedy: Degrease delay and/or increase jerk4 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: Jerk1 too high 

Jerk1 has to be degreased for the parameterized v/n ratio 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: Jerk2 too high 

Jerk2 has to be degreased for the parameterized v/n ratio 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: Jerk3 too high 

Jerk3 has to be degreased for the parameterized v/n ratio 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: Jerk4 too high 

Jerk4 has to be degreased for the parameterized v/n ratio 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v decel. too high 

For the parameterized v/n ratio v decel. is adjusted too high 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v R max too high 

For the parameterized v/n ratio v R max is adjusted too high 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: Accel. too high 

For the parameterized v/n ratio Accel. is adjusted too high 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: Decel. too high 

For the parameterized v/n ratio Decel. is adjusted too high 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v R too high 

Parameterized ratio v/n and max. permissible speed v R result in a too high output 
frequency, which the inverter may no longer generate 

P-CHECK-UP 
Fault: v N too high 

Parameterized ratio v/n and max. permissible speed v N result in a too high output 
frequency, which the inverter may no longer generate 

 
 
 

3.4 Alarm messages on the display 
 
Prior to giving certain fault messages the inverter issues an alarm message. Such an alarm can be recognized by way of 
release of the ready relay, LED READY on the internal control panel goes out, and LED ALARM on the internal control 
panel is on. 
 
No fault is given. The alarm is taken back as soon as the respective event is no longer present. If the respective alarm 
has been stored, it must be reset by way of inverter resetting, provided that the cause of the alarm is no longer present. 
 
 

Fault message 
on the display 

Cause of message 

!!   Alarm  !! 
Motor overtemp. 

PTC thermistor at terminal X1:28/:29; motor overloaded; insufficient motor or room 
ventilation 

!!   Alarm  !! 
Inverter overtemp. 

Inverter overloaded; defective fan; coolant temperature too high 

!!   Alarm  !! 
Brak.resist. overload 

Braking resistor overloaded or resistor too small, lift overloaded; plant efficiency > 70 
%; incorrect setting of c.d.f. brake resistor. 
Also see 5 Braking resistors, starting page 133. 
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3.5 General messages on the display 
 
In addition to the fault messages the inverter also gives general messages on the status display. These messages 
provide information for operation and parameterization of the inverter. 
 
 

Fault message 
on the display 

Cause of message 

  

V/I-ctrl. active The DYNAVERT L reaches the current limit e.g. because of overload of the drive; 
wrong motor parameters; too high initial breakaway torque (in case reduce jerk 1); too 
high acceleration (in case reduce acceleration) 

Initialization 
running 

The inverter initializes itself after mains voltage ON or processor reset 

Para. protected ! 
no inverter off ! 

With the current setting of S1.1 no parameter can be changed. The inverter must not 
be operating, if the selected parameter should be changed. 

Fact.setting copied! The factory setting has been copied into the actually selected parameter set. 

Para-source BUS 
not possible ! 

The inverter software used does not support BUS connection. Check inverter setting 
S1.3 / S1.4. 

R1 updated ! Automatic R1 measurement has been performed. 

No motor connected Automatic R1 measurement could not be performed, because no motor is connected, 
or controller enable(+24V at X1:42) is missing. 

Motor too small The connected motor is too small for automatic R1 measurement. 

not possible ! Automatic R1 measurement not possible at the moment (e.g. because of a fault); or 
controller enable(+24V at X1:42) is missing. 

Para.set changed Switch-over to another parameter set has been performed. 

Check-Up successful Check of the set parameters for plausibility has been concluded successfully. 

Before travel please 
perform Check-Up 

A parameter has been changed, the value of which has a direct influence on the travel 
curve and thus makes Check-Up necessary before travel can be started 

!   no testboard   ! Switch-over to TESTMODE is not possible because of missing hardware. 

Wrong password! A Password has been arranged in order to protect the parameters, that has not been 
entered yet or has not been entered correctly. First of all enter the correct password! 

Password correct! The password has been set correctly, the parameters are enabled to be 
parameterized(if not generally avoided by adjusting of S1.1). 

Password activated! A password unequal to 0 has been entered. 

No password ness.! No password has been entered. The password monitoring has been switched off. 

Intern paramet.off ! „Internal“ has not been set as parameter source (DIL switch S4). 

Param. RS485. off! „RS 485“ has not been set as parameter source (DIL switch S4). 

Identical loads ! The same load for loadpoint 1 and 2 has been chosen for the load measuring unit. 
Remedy: e.g. supply +10 V at X1:17, determine the adjusting values for loadpoint 1, 
enter load Act.v.lpt.1; do the same procedure with open input, e.g. X1:17 = 0 V for 
loadpoint 2. 
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3.6 Breakdown of the event memory 
 
In the moment of a fault different inverter internal actual values are entered into the event memory. The inverter status is 
stored in 4-digit hexadecimal numbers. 
 
 
Event data 
 

Travel comm. status Travel counter 

Set.value Working 

Act value Acceleration 

Status T-inside 

I-motor Heatsink1 

f-motor Activat/h 

DC-volts  

 
 
 
Breakdown of the status words 
 
The status words travelling command, status and operation are divided in 16 bits each. 
In the following table the meaning of the singular bits is composed: 
 
 

Digit 1 Digit 2 Digit 3 Digit 4 

0 0000 0 0000 0 0000 0 0000 

1 0001 1 0001 1 0001 1 0001 

2 0010 2 0010 2 0010 2 0010 

3 0011 3 0011 3 0011 3 0011 

4 0100 4 0100 4 0100 4 0100 

5 0101 5 0101 5 0101 5 0101 

6 0110 6 0110 6 0110 6 0110 

7 0111 7 0111 7 0111 7 0111 

8 1000 8 1000 8 1000 8 1000 

9 1001 9 1001 9 1001 9 1001 

A 1010 A 1010 A 1010 A 1010 

B 1011 B 1011 B 1011 B 1011 

C 1100 C 1100 C 1100 C 1100 

D 1101 D 1101 D 1101 D 1101 

E 1110 E 1110 E 1110 E 1110 

F 1111 F 1111 F 1111 F 1111 

Bit 15-12 Bit 11-8 Bit 7-4 Bit 3-0 
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Status describing words in the event memory of the lift inverter 
 
Travelling command: 
 

 Bit Effect Vault 0 Value 1 

 0 correction point SA not active active 

Digit 4 1 speed v1 not active active 

 2 speed v2 not active active 

 3 speed v3 not active active 

 4 speed vR not active active 

Digit 3 5 speed vN not active active 

 6 speed v4 not active active 

 7 speed v5 not active active 

 8 - - - - - - - - - 

Digit 2 9 speed v6 not active active 

 10 speed v7 not active active 

 11 speed v8 not active active 

 12 variable distance set value not active active 

Digit 1 13 short distance travel not active active 

 14 adjusting travel not active active 

 15 - - - (without effect) not active active 

 
 
Status: 
 

 Bit Effect Value 0 Value 1 

 0 load measuring not active active 

Digit 4 1 n-ctrl. off on 

 2 range acceleration decreasing possib. not degreasing 

 3 travelling commands update not update 

 4 thermal model o.k. overload thermal model 

Digit 3 5 travel curve running no yes 

 6 - - - (without effect) - - - - - - 

 7 hold load no yes 

 8 fault Setp/actv.deviation no fault motor blocking 

Digit 2 9 fault Setp/actv.deviation no fault Act.>set and travel curve 
running 

 10 fault Setp/actv.deviation no fault negative distance 

 11 fault Setp/actv.deviation no fault free fall 

 12 actual travel direction up down 

Digit 1 13 levelling speed monitoring relay good (attracted) off (released) 

 14 travelling contactor (relay) off on 

 15 mechanical brake (relay) off on 
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Operation: 

 

 Bit Effect Value 0 Value 1 

 0 (without effect) - - - - - - 

Digit 4 1 battery operation just active no yes 

 2 total pre-alarm set no yes 

 3 initialization just active no yes 

 4 (without effect) no yes 

Digit 3 5 inverter in status operation no yes 

 6 common fault message no yes 

 7 operation is not originally initialized no yes 

 8 (without effect) - - - - - - 

Digit 2 9 motor-generator-operation motor generator 

 10 (without effect) - - - - - - 

 11 internal blocking no yes 

 12 pulse blocking (Act values = actual) no yes 

Digit 1 13 initialization not running running 

 14 originally parameterizing not released released 

 15 originally initialization not running running 

 
 
Fault Info: 
 

 Bit Effect Value 0 Value 1 

 0 (without effect) - - - - - - 

Digit 4 1 (without effect) - - - - - - 

 2 (without effect) - - - - - - 

 3 (without effect) - - - - - - 

 4 (without effect) - - - - - - 

Digit 3 5 (without effect) - - - - - - 

 6 (without effect) - - - - - - 

 7 (without effect) - - - - - - 

 8 heatsink temperature 
too low or too high 

no yes 

Digit 2 9 fault travel contactor - - - - - - 

 10 checksum fault travel curve no yes 

 11 tacho fault no yes 

 12 tacho fault (hardware, overflow) no yes 

Digit 1 13 (without effect) - - - - - - 

 14 checksum operation parameter no yes 

 15 checksum customer parameter no yes 
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Example: 
 
In the case of fault the fault info 1800 is stored in the event memory. 
The problem analysis in this case results in: tacho fault (hardware, overflow). 
 
This fault signs a line break of the tacho line or missing supply voltage at the tacho (pulse generator). 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 30: Fault Info  
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4 Technical Data 
4.1 Technical Data Series 4 
4.1.1 Type designation Series 4 
 
Short designation 
 
DYNAVERT L: 
Voltage link inverter with transistor inverter and sine-determined pulse width modulation (voltage vector control); 
4-quadrant-drive with comprehensive, lift-specific software, integrated braking resistor, travel contactor, radio 
interference suppression filter class A and control voltage output. 
 
 
Type code (example):  
 
 

 
 
 
 
4.1.2 General Technical Data Series 4 
 

Number of pulses input/output 6/6 

Supply voltage (+ 10 % / - 15 %) 3 AC 230...400...460 V; 10) 

Mains frequency (± 5 %) 50 - 60 Hz 

Displacement factor of mains current fundamental cos phi(1) ≈1 

Total power factor λ ≈ 0.9 

Mains current harmonics J(5) / J(1) ≈ 0.35 11) 

Operating mode S9, 180 c/h, 60% C.d.f. 12) 

Radio interference class of the drive system 
(EN55011) 

Standard A; 
optional B 

                                                            
10) Nominal voltage range; the power data apply to nominal mains voltage (bold printed value). 
11) Values at rated point. As an option mains filters are available for further reducing the mains harmonics. 
12) With 90 c/h motor torque and 90 c/h generator torque (other values on request). 
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Output voltage, basic 0 – 400 ... 460 13) 

Output frequency 0 - 50 - 250 Hz 

V/f allocation 0.222 V / Hz ... 16.7 V / Hz 

Frequency resolution 0.03 Hz 

Medium clock frequency of vector modulation ca. 7.5 kHz 

Rising time of the output voltage ca. 0.5 µs (corresponds ca. 1000 V/µs) 

Option evacuation:  

Battery nominal voltage for evacuation travel 180 V - 524 V DC + 20 % - 30 % 

Allowed time for the evacuation travel unlimited 

Maximum evacuation speed with 240 V battery voltage ca. 20 % of the nominal speed 

Allowed length of the motor cable (shielded) 20 m 14) 

Setting, diagnosis Control panel on the DYNAVERT L, 
light-emitting diodes  
serial interface 

Control commands Contacts or 24V control signals (PLC-compatible for travel 
commands and other programmable digital inputs) 
DCP interface 

Function of control commands Call up parameterized travel curve (positioning or direct 
levelling) 

Analog inputs 0 - ±10 V, 0 - ±20 mA for analog load measuring 

Signal outputs potential-free contacts 250 VAC/1A 

Speed feedback None or pulse generator with HTL-level 15) 

Nominal efficiency 
(Power loss see type data) 

95 - 98 % 16) 

Design Metal housing 

Colour RAL 7032 

Type of protection IP20 

Connection diameter control cable Min. 0.5 mm2 
max. 1.5 mm2 

Ambient temperature storing -25 - +70°C 

Ambien temperature operation 0 - +45°C 

Site altitude (above power reducing) max. 1000 m above sea level 17) 

Classification of the ambient conditions acc. to EN 60 721 
(Teil 3) 

3K3 

Cooling system direct air cooling, forced, 
automatically temperature controlled 

Mounting position Vertical, wall mounting (due to the integrated braking 
resistor there is high power loss, therefore not suitable for 
cabinet installation) 

 
 

                                                            
13) Maximum, however, acual mains voltage. 
14) Check the allowed voltage stress of the used motor separately. 
15) Pulse number parameterizable; 64 - 4096 pules/rotation (2 tracks 90° displacement, H acc. +10V - +30V, L acc. 0 - +3). 
16) With motoric operation with rated current, value depends on inverter and motor type and actual clock frequency. 
17) With device installation above 1000 mm above sea level: reduction of the device utilization of 10% per 1000 m installation height. 
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4.1.3 Type Data DYNAVERT L Series 4 
 

Short 
designation 

 L20 L30 L40 L60 L75 

Inverter type  2L 2A-03 
400-020 

2L 2A-03 
400-030 

2L 2A-03 
400-040 

2L 2W-04 
400-060 

2L 2W-04 
400-075 

Mains connection       

Connecting power18) [kVA] 6.6 8.0 11.7 17 25 

Rated 
current 

[A] 9.5 11.5 17 24 36 

Max. power18), 19) [kVA] 15 20 24 38 51 

Max. current19) [A] 22 29 35 55 74 

Max. pre-fuse20) [A] 50 50 50 100 100 

Output       

Rated power18) [kVA] 7 10 14 21 26 

Rated current21) [A] 10 15 20 30 37 

Max. power18) [kVA] 14 21 28 45 55.5 

Max. current22) [A] 20 30 40 42 52 

Braking resistor       

Continuous power S123) [kW] 0.7 1.9 1.9 3.0 4.0 

Stationary power24) [kW] 2.6 7.0 7.0 10.5 14.5 

Mechanic       

Dimensions 
H x W x D25) 

[mm] 700x 254x310 700x 254x310 700x 254x310 1000x254x310 1000x254x310 

Weights [kg] 25 25 25 36 36 

Space for cooling air26) [mm] 150 150 150 150 150 

Dimension drawing 
number 

 125 125 125 126 126 

Mains connection27)  10 mm2 10 mm2 10 mm2 25 mm2 / M6 25 mm2 / M6 

Motor connection27) [mm2] 6 10 16 16 16 

Coolant consumption28) [m3/h] 150 260 260 260 280 

Power loss29) [kW] 0.14 – 0.84 0.17 – 2.07 0.25 – 2.15 0.4 – 3.4 0.5 – 4.5 

                                                            
18) Power statements are valid for device nominal voltage (400 V). 
19) Short time capacity: Does not appear by lift appliances because of the typical torque characteristics 
20) Maximum tolerable fuse nominal value; normal line protection fuses, classification „gL“ or „gG“ according to DIN/VDE 0636. 
21) Thermal equivalent continious current for S1 operation (=thermal capacity DYNAVERT L). This value can be controlled using the 

thermal model of the according inverter, controlling limit adjustable, signal by pre-alarm. The stationary motor current may have up to 
150% of the nominal current for 60s. C.d.f. 60. 

22) The output current is limited to this current. 
23) Middle continuous power for typical lift operation. 
24) For a constant travel with generator operation of max. 30s. 
25) Indication without additional parts, so as crane hooks, fixing angles etc. (precise indication see dimension drawings). 
26) Required free space for in going and out going air of the device (minimum distance to the top and to the bottom); 

ATTENTION: The out going air can have up to 150 °C. 
27) Maximum connectable diameter with terminals, or dimension of the connection bolt with screwed connection. 
28) Is guaranteed in case of wall mounting due Space for cooling air. Using special in and outgoing air systems, these must be 

dimensioned for the indicated cooling air flow. 
29) Lower value according to max. losses of the inverter, upper value according to total losses incl. max. possible feedback power. 
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4.2 Technical Data Series 3 
4.2.1 Type designation Series 3 
 
Short designation 
 
DYNAVERT L: 
Voltage link inverter with transistor inverter and sine-determined pulse width modulation (voltage vector control); 
4-quadrant-drive with comprehensive, lift-specific software. 
 
 
Type code (example):  
 

 
 
 
 
4.2.2 General Technical Data Series 3 
 

Number of pulses input/output 6/6 

Supply voltage + 10 % / - 15 % 3 AC 200, 230, 346, 400, 415 V; 30) 

Mains frequency (± 5 %) 50 - 60 Hz 

Displacement factor of mains current fundamental cos phi(1) ≈1 

Total power factor λ ≈ 0.9 

Mains current harmonics J(5) / J(1) ≈ 0.4 31) 

Operating mode S9, 240 c/h, 60% C.d.f. 32) 

Radio interference class of the drive system A 
B with external radio interference suppression filter 

Output voltage, basic 0 – 400 ... 415 33) 

Output frequency 0 - 50 - 250 Hz 

 

                                                            
30) Nominal voltage range; the power data apply to nominal mains voltage (bold printed value). 
31) Values at rated point. As an option filters are available for fulfilling the requirement 

J(5)/ J(1) = 0.3 lieferbar. J(5)/ J(1) value also dependant from mains impedance. 
32) With 120 c/h full motor torque and 120 c/h full generator torque (other values on request). 
33) Maximum, however, acual mains voltage. 
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V/f allocation 0.222 V / Hz ... 13 v / Hz, frequency resolution 0.03 Hz 

Medium clock frequency of vector modulation ca. 7.5 kHz 34) 

Rising time of the output voltage ca. 1 µs (corresponds to dv/dt 0.5 kV/µs) 35) 

Battery nominal voltage for evacuation travel 180 V - 524 V DC + 20 % - 30 % 

Allowed time for the evacuation travel ca. 60 s 

Maximum evacuation speed with 240 V battery voltage ca. 20 % of the nominal speed 

Setting, diagnosis Control panel on the DYNAVERT L, 
light-emitting diodes  
serial interface 

Control commands Contacts or 24V control signals (PLC-compatible for travel 
commands and other programmable digital inputs) 
DCP interface 

Function of control commands Call up parameterized travel curve (positioning or direct 
levelling) 

Analog inputs 0 - ±10 V, 0 - ±20 mA for analog load measuring 

Signal outputs potential-free contacts 250 VAC/1A, DCP interface 

Speed feedback None or pulse generator with HTL-level 36) 

Nominal efficiency 
(Power loss see type data) 

95 - 98 % 37) 

Design Metal housing 

Colour RAL 7032 

Type of protection IP20 

Connection diameter control cable Min. 0.5 mm2 
max. 1.5 mm2 

Ambient temperature storing -25 - +70 °C 

Ambien temperature operation 0 - +50 °C 

Site altitude (above power reducing) max. 1000 m above sea level 38) 

Classification of the ambient conditions acc. to EN 60 721 
(Teil 3) 

3K3 

Cooling system direct air cooling, forced, 
automatically temperature controlled 

Mounting position Vertical, wall mounting 

Braking resistor standard: for separate mounting 
optional: combined with the inverter 

Motor conventional single-speed three-phase asynchronous 
motors; e.g. according to LOHER list 39) 

 
 

                                                            
34) With L175/L200/L240 (4.5 kHz). 
35) Recommended for small load of the motor insulation (acc. to DIN/VDE 0530 Teil 1; Beiblatt 2). 
36) Pulse number parameterizable; 64 - 4096 pules/rotation (2 tracks 90° displacement, H acc. +10V - +30V, L acc. 0 - +3V). 
37) Depends on inverter and motor type and actual clock frequency. 
38) With device installation above 1000 mm above sea level: reduction of the device utilization of 10% per 1000 m installation height. 
39) Preferably 4-pole or 6-pole (also for the modification of pole-changing lift motors with high-resistance rotor). 
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4.2.3 Type Data DYNAVERT L Series 3 
 

Short designation  L85 L100 L150 

Inverter type  2L 2A-03 400-085 2L 2A-03 400-100 2L 2A-03 400-150 

Mains connection     

Connecting power40) [kVA] 24 28 41 

Nominal current41) [A] 35 41 60 

Rated current [A] 62 71 106 

Max. power40), 42) [kVA] 55 64 94 

Max. current 42) [A] 80 92 135 

Max. pre-fuse43) [A] 250 250 250 

Output     

Nominal power40) [kVA] 25 28.5 42 

Nominal current44) [A] 36 41 61 

Rated current45) [A] 65 80 120 

Max. power40) [kVA] 59 69 104 

Max. current46) [A] 85 100 150 

Braking resistor 
Rmin47) 

[Ω] 7.5 7.5 5.5 

Connection48)     

Mains/Motor/ 
Braking resistor 

[mm2] 
or bolt 

M8 / M8 / M8 M8 / M8 / M8 M8 / M8 / M8 

Mechanic49)     

Dimensions 
H x W x D50) 

[mm] 625x500x320 625x500x320 1000x500x320 

Weights [kg] 66 66 90 

Space for 
cooling air51) 

[mm] 250 250 250 

Cooling air consumption [m3/h] 600 700 800 

Dimension drawing 
number 

 123 123 124 

                                                            
40) Power statements are valid for device nominal voltage (400 V). 
41) Nominal value DYNAVERT L (flows at smallest typical lift power). 
42 Short time capacity: Does not appear by lift appliances because of the typical torque characteristics. 
43) Maximum tolerable fuse nominal value; normal line protection fuses, classification „gL“ or „gG“ according to DIN/VDE 0636. 
44) Nominal value DYNAVERT L (flows at smallest typical lift power). 
45) Thermal equivalent continious current for S1 operation (=thermal capacity DYNAVERT L). This value can be controlled using the 

thermal model of the according inverter, controlling limit adjustable, signal by pre-alarm. 
46) The output current is limited to this current. 
47) Smallest allowed resistor value. 
48) Maximum connectable dimension with terminals resp. dimension of the connector bolt in case of screwed connection. 
49) The statements are valid for appliances without built-in braking resistor. 
50) Indication without additional parts, so as crane hooks, fixing angles etc. (precise indication see dimension drawings). 
51 Required free space for in going and out going air of the device (minimum distance to the top and to the bottom). 
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Short designation  L175 L200 L240 

Inverter type  2L 2A-03 
400-175 

2L 2A-03 
400-200 

2L 2A-03 
400-240 

Mains 
connection 

    

Connecting power40) [kVA] 50 55 70 

Nominal current41) [A] 73 79 100 

Rated current [A] 129 148 190 

Max. power40), 42) [kVA] 115 130 155 

Max. current43) [A] 165 192 225 

Max. pre-fuse43) [A] 250 250 250 

Output     

Nominal power40) [kVA] 53 57 70 

Nominal current44) [A] 77 82 100 

Rated current 45) [A] 135 160 205 

Max. power40) [kVA] 121 138 165 

Max. current46) [A] 175 200 240 

Braking resistor47)  [Ω] 5.5 3.5 3.5 

Connection48)     

Mains/Motor/ 
Braking resistor 

[mm2] 
or bolt 

M8 / M8 / M8 M8 / M8 / M8 M8 / M8 / M8 

Mechanic49)     

Dimensions 
H x W x D50) 

[mm] 1000x500x320 1000x500x320 1000x500x320 

Weights [kg] 98 98 98 

Space for cooling air51) [mm] 250 250 250 

Cooling air consumption [m3/h] 900 1000 1000 

Dimension 
drawing number 

 124 124 124 
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4.3 Dimension drawings DYNAVERT L 
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Figure 31: Dimension drawing 123  
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Figure 32: Dimension drawing 124  
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Figure 33: Dimension drawing 125  
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Figure 34: Dimension drawing 126  
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4.4 Inside views and layout plans 
 

F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10

X1 X10

- K2

- M2

- K1

- M1

-X2

-X3

-X4

-X1:47

-A12-A2

-A10-A1

 
 
Figure 35:  

Components of the inside views: 
 
− A1 Board Infoelectronics 
− A2 Board Power supply 
− A10 Board Power 
− A12 Board Driver 
− F5, F6, F7 Input fuse 
− F8, F9, F10 Fuse external control 
− K1 Output contactor 
− K2 Output contactor 2 (option) 
− M1, M2 Heatsink fan 
− X1:47 Additional ground 
 terminal for board Infoelectronics 
− X2 Terminals contactor 1 
− X3 Terminal contactor 2 
− X4 Ground terminal motor 
− X1 Customer terminals mains 
− X10 Customer terminals control voltage 
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Figure 36:  
 

Components of the inside views: 
 
− A1 Board Infoelectronics 
− A2 Board Power supply 
− A5 RFI Suppression 
− A10 Board Power 
− A12 Board Driver 
− F5, F6, F7 Input fuse 
− F8, F9, F10 Fuse external control 
− K1 Output contactor 
− K2 Output contactor 2 
− L4 DC Link choke 
− M1, M2 Heatsink fan 
− R1 Braking resistor 
− R30, R35, R50 Dumping resistor du/dt filter 
− R500 Precharging resistor 
− X1:47 Additional ground 
 terminal for board Infoelectronics 
− X2 Terminals contactor 1 
− X3 Terminal contactor 2 
− X4 Ground terminal motor 
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Components of the inside views: 
 
− A1 board info electronics 
− A3 board snubbering 
− A5 board radio interference suppression 
− F1 internal mains fuse super-quick acting 
− F2 internal mains fuse super-quick acting 
− F3 internal mains fuse super-quick acting 
− F4 intermediate circuit fuse super-quick acting 
− T4 fan transformer 
− X1 power terminals 

 

 

Figure 37:  

Figure 38: 
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4.5 Layout for the boards 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 39: Board info electronics -A1  
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Figure 40: Board Power Supply –A2 only with 2L2W-04400-... with option evacuation  
 
Connection cable from: 
 
X8 – X100: Power supply, supplied by DL link (standard) 
X8 – X200: Power supply externally supplied (X2:9, X2:10). 

Required in case of evacuation with battery voltage lower 400 V DC. 
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Figure 41: Board radio interference suppression-A5 with devices 2L..-.3400-085 / 2L..-.3400-100  
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X200: Plug external electronic supply
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Figure 42: Board radio interference suppression-A5 with devices 2L..-03400-150 to 2L..-03400-240  
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5 Braking resistors (only series 3) 
5.1 Type data external braking resistors 
 
Standard types; optimized for 400 V systems. 
 

   Typical utilization 
according to 

assignment table 

Loading capacity 
with S1 operation 

Adjustment 
C.d.f. brake 

52) 

Dim. 
Dwg.  

53) 

Dimensions 

Braking resistor Resis- 
tor54) 

No. Power Current Output Current  No. a b h 

Short designation R [Ω]  P2 [W] I [A] P1 [W] I [A] [%]  [mm] 

R 120-0.33/0.63 120 0217609 330 1.7 630 2.3 19 125 326 378 121 

R 72-0.50/0.92 72 0217610 500 2.6 920 3.6 17 125 326 378 121 

R 50-0.70/1.3 50 0217611 700 3.7 1300 5 17 125 326 378 121 

R 33-1.0/2.0 33 0217612 1000 5.5 2000 8 17 126 426 478 121 

R 33-1.2/2.4 33 0217613 1200 6 2400 8.5 20 126 155 180 220 

R 23-1.4/2.4 23 0217614 1400 7.8 2400 8.5 14 126 155 180 220 

R 23-1.6/3.4 23 0217615 1600 8.3 3400 12 20 126 215 240 220 

R 18-1.7/3.6 18 0217616 1700 9.5 3600 14 16 126 215 240 220 

R 17.8-2.0/3.8 17.8 0217617 2000 10 3800 15 17 126 215 240 220 

R 15.6-2.2/4.2 15.6 0217618 2200 12 4200 16 17 126 275 300 220 

R 14.4-2.7/4.8 14.4 0217619 2700 14 4800 18 18 126 275 300 220 

R 9.5-3.1/5.4 9.5 0217620 3100 18 5400 24 13 126 395 420 250 

R 8.5-3.4/6.0 8.5 0217621 3400 20 6000 26 13 126 395 420 250 

R 7.8-4.2/7.5 7.8 0217622 4200 23 7500 31 15 126 515 540 250 

R 6.5-4.9/8.2 6.5 0217623 4900 28 8200 35 14 126 515 540 250 

R 5.5-6.2/12 5.5 0217624 5200 34 12000 47 17 126 755 780 250 

                                                            
52) Parameterizing of the menu item c.d.f. brake in P-SYSTEM DATA, in order monitor the thermal control of the braking resistor by the 

software; values for 400 V mains nominal voltage. General calculating for any mains voltage and resistors: 

[ ] [ ] ( )
2)(

401%...
alvoltagemainsnomin

RWPfdc •Ω•
=

 

53) See 5.2 Dimension drawings external braking resistors, page 134. 
54) Tolerance ± 10%. 



 

 

5.2 Dimension drawings external braking resistors 
 
 
 

5.5 x 8
a

b

93

64

h

 
 
 
 

Figure 43: Dimension drawing 125:  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 44: Dimension drawing 126:  
 
Note: 
Install the resistors in a way, that the perforated plate shows to the bottom, to the top and to the frontside. The 
connector box may be at the left or the right side. 
 
Pay attention to sufficient distance to the next components (fire hazard!). 
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5.3 Selection table external braking resistors (400 V; standard types according to 5) 
 
− Mains nominal voltage range: 380 V - 415 V 
− Dimensioned for lift systems 60% c.d.f. with 240 c/h (120 c/h of it fully generatoric) 
− maximum travel period for fully generatoric 1 minute; deceleration values according to DIN EN 81 
 

Legend: 
 

⇑  Standard delivery, if only inverter type is known  ⎮ Baking resistor can be used, 
however over-sized 

⌠ ideal assigned braking resistor    

 
 
 

DYNAVERT 2L.. -03400-085 2L.. -03400-100 2L.. -03400-150 

Reverse 
efficiency55) 

<70% >70% <70% >70% <70% >70% 

Nominal lift output 
up to (kW) 

18.5 25 33 18.5 25 33 25 33 37 25 33 37 33 45 55 33 45 55 

R 120-0.33/0.63                   

R 72-0.50/0.92                   

R 50-0.70/1.3                   

R 33-1.0/2.0                   

R 33-1.2/2.4                   

R 23-1.4/2.4                   

R 23-1.6/3.4                   

R 18-1.7/3.6 X                  

R 17.8-2.0/3.8 +                  

R 15.6-2.2/4.2 + ●  X   X             

R 14.4-2.7/4.8 + +  +   +            

R 9.5-3.1/5.4 + + X  + X   + ●  X    X       

R 8.5-3.4/6.0 + + + + + X  + + X  + X   +      

R 7.8-4.2/7.5            X  + ●  X    

R 6.5-4.9/8.2             + + X  + X   

R 5.5-6.2/12                  X  

                                                            
55) <70%: drives with worm gear; >70%: drives with planet gear/spur gear or V-belt. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DYNAVERT 2L.. -03400-175 2L.. -03400-200 2L.. -03400-240 

Reverse 
efficiency55) 

<70% >70% <70% >70% <70% >70% 

Nominal lift output 
up to (kW) 

25 33 37 25 33 37 33 45 55 33 45 55 45 55 75 45 55 75 

R 120-0.33/0.63                   

R 72-0.50/0.92                   

R 50-0.70/1.3                   

R 33-1.0/2.0                   

R 33-1.2/2.4                   

R 23-1.4/2.4                   

R 23-1.6/3.4                   

R 18-1.7/3.6                   

R 17.8-2.0/3.8                   

R 15.6-2.2/4.2                   

R 14.4-2.7/4.8                   

R 9.5-3.1/5.4                   

R 8.5-3.4/6.0                   

R 7.8-4.2/7.5 X      X            

R 6.5-4.9/8.2 + ●  X   ⎮   X   X      

R 5.5-6.2/12   X  X 56)  ● 56)  56) 56)  ● 56) X 56) 56) 

 
 
Example for selection 
 
L200, worm gear 
Lift power = 45 kW, braking resistor type R 7.8-4.2/7.5, optionally R 6.5-4.9/8.2 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                            
56) Bremswiderstand auf Anfrage. 

Example for 
selection 
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Servive centres 
Germany 
 

Company 

Elektromotor & Technik GmbH 
Vertrieb und Service 
Friedrichstrasse 14 
09380 Thalheim/Erzgebirge  
Tel.-Nr.  03721-84313 
Fax Nr.  03721-84256 
elektromotorthalheim@t-online.de 

Hansa-Motoren Reparaturbetr. GmbH & Co.KG  
Ruhrstr. 111 
22761 Hamburg 
Tel.-Nr. 040-8537710 
  0171-1411831 
Fax Nr. 040-85377133 
hadenfeldt@hansa-motoren.de 

Naumann Alfred 
Elektr. Masch. Bau 
Inh. Friedrich Martin 
Hertzstraße 5 
30827 Garbsen 
Tel.-Nr. 05131-1548 
Fax Nr. 05131-95025 
naumann.garbsen@t.online.de 

Vogelsang & Benning  
Prozessdatentechnik GmbH 
Hansastrasse 92 
44866 Bochum 
Tel.-Nr. 02327-547470 
Fax. Nr. 02327-547100 
rolf.bienentreu@vogelsangbenning.de 

Hiller  Antriebssyteme GmbH 
Arlbachtalstr. 22/1 
72800 Eningen 
Tel.-Nr. 07121-580708 
Fax Nr. 07121-580738 
service@hiller-Antriebstechnik.de 

Scheba 
Hafenstraße 36 
97424 Schweinfurt 
Tel.-Nr. 09721-646380 
Fax Nr. 09721-6463829 
scheba-gmbh@t-online.de 

EAB Elektro Anlagenbau GmbH 
Flethstr. 29 
21683 Stade-Buetzfleht 
Tel.-Nr. 03721-84313 
Fax Nr. 04146-1607 
eab-stade@t-online.de 

Europe and Middle East 
 

Company 

NETHERLANDS 
LOHER Benelux 
Nijverheidsweg 75B 
NL-3771 ME Barneveld 
Tel.-Nr. 0031-342-404667 
Fax Nr. 0031-342-404661 
t.brink@loher.nl 

SWITZERLAND 
Flender ATB-Loher 
Zeughausstraße 48 
CH-5600 Lenzburg 
Tel.-Nr. 0041-62-8857631 
Fax Nr. 0041-62-8857676 
info@flender.ch 

ISRAEL 
Amin Engineers Ltd. 
POB 1676 
IL-Ramat Hasharon 47-113 
Tel.-Nr. 00972-3-5408577 
Fax Nr. 00972-3-5493974 
rosmeir@amin.co.il 
GREAT BRITAIN 
ILE Manufacturing Limited 
Service Department 
Wanlip Road 
Syston, Leicestor UK-LE7 1 PD 
Tel.-Nr 0044-116-2690900 
Fax Nr. 0044-116-2690939 
service@ilem.co.uk 
HONG KONG 
LM LIFTMATERIAL (Hong Kong) LTD. 
Rm.1403; Winning Centre 29 
Tai Yau St.; San Po Kong 
Kowloon, Hong Kong, Imhkg 
Tel.-Nr. 00852-21-941766 
Mobil  00852-973 56 81 
Fax Nr. 00852-21-947322 
imhgk@hkstar.com 
AUSTRALIA 
Sprang 
Electric PTY. Ltd. 
65 Porters Road 
AUS - Kenthurst NSW 2156 
Tel.-Nr. 0061-2-9654288 
Fax Nr. 0061-2-96542646 
emotors@sprang.com.au 
 
 

 

 
 

  
LOHER GmbH  
            Ruhstorf Service Centre 
P.B. 1164           Tel.-Nr. 08531-39-554 
94095 Ruhstorf         Fax Nr. 08531-39-569 
            24-hour hot-line 
Hans-Loher-Straße 32        Tel.-Nr. 08531-39-222 
94099 Ruhstorf         Internet: http://www.loher.de 
            E-Mail: service.sys@loher.de 
 
 




